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Abstract 

Mine  detection  dogs  have  a  demonstrated  capability to locate  hidden  objects  by trace chemical  detection. 
Because of this capability,  demining  activities  fresuently  employ mine detection  dogs to locate individual 
buried  landmines or for area reduction.  The  conditions  appropriate for use of mine detection  dogs are 
only  beginning  to  emerge through diligent  research  that  combines dog selectiodtraining,  the 
environmental  conditions  that  impact  landmine  signature  chemical  vapors,  and  vapor  sensing 
performance  capability  and reliabiity. This report seeks to address  the  fundamental  soil-chemical 
interactions,  driven by local  weather  history,  that  influence  the  availability of chemical for trace chemical 
detection.  The  processes  evaluated  include:  landmine  chemical  emissions to the  soil,  chemical 
disaibution in  soils,  chemical  degradation  in  soils,  and  weather  and  chemical transport in  soils. 
Simulation  modeling is presented as a method to evaluate  the  complex  interdependencies  among  these 
various  processes  and to establish  conditions  appropriate for trace chemical  detection. Results from 
chemical  analyses on soil  samples  obtained  adjacent to landmines are presented  and  demonstrate  the 
ultra-trace  nature of these  residues.  Lastly,  initial  measurements of the vapor  sensing  performance of 
mine detection  dogs  demonstrates  the  extreme  sensitivity of dogs  in  sensing  landmine  signature 
chemicals;  however,  reliability  at  these  ultra-trace  vapor  concentrations  still  needs to be determined. 
Through this compilation,  additional work is suggested  that  will fill in data gaps to improve the utility of 
trace chemical  detection. 
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1 .O Introduction 

h d m i n e s  contain  energetic  chemicals  that  emit odors (chemical  signatures) that are barely 

perceptible  by  humans.  However,  dogs can be specially trained to scent  and  indicate the presence of 
explosive  chemical odors. The  first records of the  effect of  environmental factors on landmine odors 

occurred  during  World  War II, where  the Finnish Armed Forces describe the importance of soil 

conditions  on  successful  mine  dog  detection  work (unknown author,  circa 194Qs, P. Soderburg 

translation). 
The  external  physical  conditions  that  affect  explosive vapors in soils can  now be described in 

much detail  with  advances in knowledge  from  agriculture,  chemistry,  soil  physics,  meteorology  and 

computer  science.  There  have  been many contributions  from  basic  research,  applied  research, and field 

anecdotes. The environment is complex,  and  the  impact  of the environment on the chemical odors from 

buried  landmines is even more  complicated.  Individual  phenomena have been explored  in  various  levels 

of detail. The combination of external  physical  conditions  (the  environment),  soil-chemical  interactions, 

individual  landmine  characteristics are now  being  explored with computer  simulation  tools for 

comparison to trace chemical  detection  methods  including  mine  detection  dogs. 

This report seeks to bring together the  current state of knowledge for each ofthe important 

individual  phenomena  and  demonstrate  the  utility of computer sirrmlation as a  tool to evaluate the 

complex  combination of environmental  factors  affecting  the  chemical  signatwe from buried  landmines. 

Computer  simulations  can  explore the impacts on the  chemical vapors from  specific  environmental 
situations for  comparison  to  the  vapor  sensing  thresholds of mine detection dogs. With this knowledge, 

mine  action programs can  establish  optimal  operating  conditions for the  perfonnance  characteristics of 

mine  detection  dogs within their program. This  analysis may establish  marginal  conditions  based  on 

environmental  factors,  landmine type andor dog  performance to limit  field activities. However, one must 

recognize  the  limitations  of  computer  simulation  results  and  monitor  actual  environmental  effects  on  mine 

dog  detection  performance. 

This report is  a  compendium  of  relevant  material  on  the  nature  of  the  chemical  signature from 

buried  landmines  with  emphasis on  how individual and interdependent soil chemodpamic processes 

affect  the  ability of the  dog to locate buried landmines. Each chapter  discusses a single  topic, with 
subsequent  chapter  contributing  more  information  resulting  in  a  comprehensive  analysis of landmine  trace 

chemical  detection.  Each  chapter  introduces  the  topic  and  is  followed by  key  information  in  bullet  form 

that is described in  more detail in  the  balance  of  the  chapter. 
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2.0 Numbers in Chemistry 

Introducrion The intent of this report is  to summarize information on the  chemical  properties  of  the 

explosive  compounds  in  landmines  that  affect  detection  by mine detection  dogs. Our analysis  seeks to 

identify  environmental  factors  that  impact  the  dogs’  ability  to recognize landmine chemical  odors. Thus, 

the  amount or level or concentration becomes importaut,  and  we  must lay a  foundation  for analysis in 

quantitative terms. 
Key Information. 

Chemical  sensing  for  landmines  involves  extremely  small  quantities that require. specialid 

Terms  used to describe  the  concentration  of  chemicals  in  soil,  water and air have  special  units 
notation  when  discussing  quantitative  values. 

and  one  must  have  consistent uNts when  comparing  values. 

Scientzfic Norurion Because  of  the  extremely large range in  the  numbers  found with this  problem, 

one  must use scientific  notation to describe quantities.  Table 1 shows  the  scientific  notation,  decimal 

notation,  name  and  symbols  for  the  most  common  values used in this report. 

Concentr&’ons. Organic  chemicals  in  the  environment  can  dissolve or partition  into  the air, water 
and  soil.  Vapor is the  term  used  to  describe  a  chemical in air. Solute is the  term  used to describe  a 

chemical  in  water.  Residue is the  term used to describe  a  chemical  in  soil. A chemical,  such as TNT 

found in landmines,  can  transfer  between  the air, water  and  soil  until it reaches  equilibrium - a  condition 

where all forces are balanced  and  change is minimal. A more detailed description  of how  landmine 

chemicals  partition  between air, water and  soil  particles in a  soil  system is presented  in  Chapter 5 - 
Chemical  Distribution  in  Soils. 

The term  concentration is used  to describe how  much  chemical  is  present  in a  given  amount of air, 

water or soil. In water,  the  units are typically given as mass of chemical  per  volume  of  water ( d v )  

because  the  density of  water (mass per  unit  volume,  about 1 g/mL) is  relatively  constant. The most 

common  units are milligram  of  chemical per liter  of  water (mgL) or microgram  of  chemical  per  liter  of 
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water (kg&). In soil,  the  units are typically  given as mass of chemical per mass of  soil (dm), because 

the  density of soil (1 to 2 @d) changes  slightly  depending on the compaction  of the  soil.  The  most 

common  units are microgram of chemical  per gram of  soil (pg/g). However, for explosive  residues in soil 

from  landmines,  the  values are much  lower  and we more often use nanograms  of  chemical  per gram of 

soil (n@g).  For air, the  units are typically  given as mass of chemical per volume  of air (dv).  In our 

work,  we  typically  use units of  nanograms of chemical per liter of air (ngL). 
There are several  other terms used to  describe  the  concentration of a  chemical  in air, water  or  soil. 

These use the  units of moles,  which  is a measure of the  number of molecules. There are a  constant 

number  of  molecules  per  mole,  that  is  6E23  (Le. 6 * l m ,  and is termed Avogadro’s  number.  Most often, 

moles are used  in  the  context of water concenmtion, such as moles of chemical  per  liter  of  water 

(moledL). 

The  most  common tern used to express  concentration is the “parts per” notation, but it is  frequently 

misused.  For  soil, a ng/g is parts per billion  (ppb)  because  a  nanogram  is 1 billion ( IO9) less  than a gram. 
For  water,  a mgL is  parts per million  (ppm)  because  water has a  density  of  about 1 @mL, so a mgL can 

be  converted to pg of  chemical  per gram of  water (pg/g)  and  a  micro is 1 million (107 less  than  a gram. 

For air, the  conversion  is more complicated  because air is  usually measured in  volume,  and part per 

notation for air is on a volume of chemicaholume of air basis. Fortunately,  molecules  of  gas  or  vapor 

occupy  a known volume - about 22.4 Umole at 1 atmosphere  pressure  and O°C (24.5 Umole at sea  level 

(1 atm) and 25OC). However,  now  you must know the  atmospheric  pressure, temperature and  molecular 

weight  of  the  chemical  of  interest. Equation [l] shows  how to convert ng  of chemical  per liter of air 
(n&) to parts  per  trillion for TNT (molecular  weight  of 225 @mole) - the  vapor  unit we will be  using  the 

most  frequently  in  this  report. 

This calculation  shows  for TNT (at sea level  atmospheric  pressure of 1 a m  and 25’C) that  1 n g L  = 

110 ppt For DNT at sea level  and 25T, 1 ngL = 135 ppt  because  the DNT molecular  weight  is 182 

@mole.  Table 2 shows the most common  units of concentration for water and  soil for easy reference. 

Table 3 shows  the  sequence in “parts per” notations to describe  lower  and  lower  concentrations. 

Table 2. Water and Soil Concentration Units 
parts per million parts per billion 

(corn) (onb) 
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Table 3. 'Tarts per" Notation 
scientific 
Notation 

Decimal Notation Term Symbol 

For  these exmmely low  concentrations,  one needs to he. mindful that there  must be at least one  whole 

molecule  per mount of air,  water  or  soil  for  the  concentration  numbers to he. detectable  for  a  specified 

sample size. For  example,  with TNT one  molecule  weighs  only 4E-22  (4*10-=) grams. Thus, a 1 g soil 

sample  with 1 np/g TNT residue  will  have one trillion (10'') molecules of TNT. And, a 100 mL volume 
of air with 1 ppt (0.01 ng/L) will  have  one  billion (103 molecules of TNT. Table 4 shows  these  values 

for  soil,  water  and air. Conversely,  Table 5 shows  the  concentrations  for only 1 molecule  in  a  specified 

volume of soil,  water  and air. 

one trillion (IO") 
one trillion (10") 

l o o  mL one billion (io9) 

Molecular Structure and F o n n h .  This report  will  also discuss the  names of several  important 

chemicals linked to the  chemical  odor  signature  from military grade TNT. Figure 1 shows some of these 

important  chemical s t r k t u r e s  with  numbering  schemes  for  the atoms in each  molecule.  For  example, 

TNT is known specifically as 2,4,6-hinitmtoluene. There is a nitro group (NOZ) at  the  carbon 2,4 and 6 
positions of the  toluene  molecule.  Chapter 3 will  present  more  information  on  the  types  and names of the 

many  chemicals  involved  in  the  manufacture of TNT. 
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3.0 Target  Chemical  Compounds 

Zn?roduction. The  observation  that  dogs  can detect buried  landmines  by  odor  recognition has been 
described  by  many  demining  personnel.  Whether the odor  recognition  comes  from  a  single  chemical or a 

mixture, or whether it comes  from the explosives in the landmine or from the plastic case or the  paint of a 

metal  mine,  is not hown with  certainty.  Much  of the evidence,  however,  points to the  dog  recognizing  a 
chemical  signature  from the explosive main charge  of the landmine. This chapter  presents  information on 
the complex  mixture  of  chemicals in TNT, as TNT represents the main charge  explosive in the  majority 
of  landmines  in the world. 

Key Information. 
TNT manufacturing  processes vary around the world,  which  produce  a  variety  of impurities 

The three most  important  vapor  constituents  of  military grade TNT include: 2,4,6TNT, 2,4- 
at various  levels. 

DNT;  and, 1,3-DNB. 

ZlVTManz&acruring Impurities. TNT is  manufactured  by  nitration  of  toluene  with a nitric  acid 

solution. The  toluene is derived  from  the  distillation  of  crude oil, and may have impurities such as 
benzene.  The  synthesis  process  favors  the  production of  2,4,6-trinitmtoluene,  but  other  isomers 

(chemicals  with same molecular  formula,  but  with  different structures) can  be  formed in smaller 

quantities.  Different TNT prcduction and  purification  processes  will  produce  different  amounts  of 

isomeric  impurities.  Table 6 shows the impurities  present  before and after puification for the American 
continuous  countercurrent  treatment  of TNT with  anhydrous  sodium sulfite (Kaye, 1980). 
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3-Methy1-2',4,4',6,6'- 
UOUe 0.40 

pentanitrcdiphenylmthethane 
0.40 

3,3'55'-Tetrrmiwazoxybenzene UOUe 0.01 
from: Kay+ 1980 

UOUe 

Vapor Signamre Above Bulk ZVT. Impurities  present  in  solid  phase TNT are only the starting  point 

in the  analysis of  which  chemicals are target odors for  the  dogs.  Release  of  the  chemical odors may 

follow  several  paths  including  dissolution  into  water  that  penetrates  into the landmine  and permeation 
through  the  plastic  case  into  the  soil.  Permeation  is  a  vapor  driven process that m a k e s  the  identification 

of  vapor  phase  compounds  from TNT very important.  Table 7 shows a comparison of the  solid  and  vapor 

phase impurities of TNT and  DNT measured in military  grade TNT. While  the  majority of the  solid 

phase  contains  the 2,4,6 isomer  of TNT, there are still  small  amounts of the  other  isomers of TNT as well 

as the many  isomers  of  DNT. This demonstrates that military  grade TNT vapor  contains  a  mixture of 

compounds  that  dogs  can use as cues to recognize ked landmines. 

Table . .   . .  

from: Mumnanetal., 1971 

In an  evaluation of  eight US and  fourteen  foreign  rnilitary-grade TNT samples,  headspace  vapor 

analysis  quantified  the  prevalence of the various  isomers  of TNT and  DNT (Leggett et al., 1977). There 
were  also  two unknowns that were  found,  which  could  not be identified.  This  work  showed that each 

TNT s o m  material  contained a variable  mixture of these  isomers. In some  samples,  certain  isomers of 

TNT M DNT  were  not  detectable.  This  work also showed  that upon average,  the  2,4-DNT  was  about  10 

to 30 t i m e s  greater in vapor  concentration  than  2,4,6-TNT. 

Table 8 shows  more  recent  work with similar  results  for  2,4-DNT, but also  showed a compound  not 

previously  looked  for or measured - 1.3-DNB (Jenkins et al, 2001). The  vapor  concentration of 13-DNB 
was  present  at  levels  near  or  exceeding  that of  2,4-DNT,  indicating that this  compound may also be 

important in the chemical  signature  for  mine  detection  dogs. 
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This effort  also examined the influence  of  temperature (-12 to 31OC) on the  headspace  vapor 

concentrations. Seven  compounds  were found 1pDNB; l$-DNB;  2,5-DNT, 1,2-DNE3;  2,4-DNT, 33-  

DNT, and, 2,4,6-TNT. Of the impurities,  all  were  found  to  increase  exponentially  with  temperature (as 

expected),  and  the 1,3-DNB and  the 2,4-DNT were  always  found at the greatest  concentration. 

Summary. The  solid phase composition of TNT has been  shown to be  a  mixture  containing  mostly 

2,4,6-TNT with  a large number of trace impurities. The headspace  vapor  composition  of TNT also 

contains this mixture of compounds,  but  the  concentrations of some of the  impurities  exceed  that of TNT 
by a  factor of 10 to 100. What  cues the dogs  may use to recognize buried  landmines  may  involve  one or 

many  of these  chemical  compounds,  but if  recognition is  concentration  dependent,  then  what  we 

understand  about the environmental  impacts to the levels of 2,4,6TNT (i.e. TNT), 2.4-DNT (i.e. DNT) 
and 1,3-DNB (i.e. D M )  in soils will provide a  guide on the  impacts to the entire  bouquet of odors. 



4.0 Landmine  Chemical  Emissions 

Znroducrion. In Chapter 3, chemical analytical tests  showed that there  were many chemicals  derived 

from the TNT manufacturing  processes that might  be used as cues  by  mine detktion dogs. In this 

chapter,  the  evaluation  will  f&  on  the  three  most  prevalent  explosive  chemical signature compounds 
("NT, DNT and DNB) found in the  vapor  form from military grade TNT. Presence  in  the  vapor is 

important, because this is the main form  that  chemical  emissions occur for most  landmines. 

Key Information 

Transfer of  landmine  chemicals to soil involves  both  leakage  and  permeation  (both  together 
are termed landmine  flux). Leakage occurs through openings in the  case.  Permeation occurs 
by  vapor  diffusion  through  the  thickness  of  the  plastic material. 
Composition  of  the  plastic case material makes a  significant  impact  on  the  leakage  into soils 
-hard plastics  (e.g.  PVC)  permeate  less (at least 30 times)  landmine  signature  chemicals  than 
flexible materials (e.g.  rubber). 
Higher  temperatures cause higher  flux -flux is exponential [eo."(Ac']; e.g.  1.7 times more for 
a change of 5OC, 3 t imes  more  for a change of  10°C,  and 9 t i m e s  more for  a  change of  20°C. 
Landmine  flux is greater  into  water than into air (about 5 times more).  Measurements are 
needed to determine how soil  wetness  impacts  landmine  flux. 
Painted steel landmines  have  surface  contamination  of  landmine  signature  chemicals  in the 
paint that is depleted  over  a  short,  but unknown, period  of time. Permeation  through  the  steel 
does  not  replenish  the  chemical  signature  preventing  chemical  sensing  for  these types  of 
landmines. 

release to soils; however, very few  of these tests  have  been  performed to date. 
Whole  landmine  flux  testing  provides  the  best measure of landmine  chemical  signature 

Leukuge and Permearion. Landmine  flux  describes  two  principal methods on how explosive 

chemical  signatures escape into  the  soil.  Permeation  describes  the rate at which  a  gas or vapor  passes 
through  a  polymeric material (plastic).  Permeation  does not occur  through metals such as steel.  Leakage 

is  the rate at  which  gases or vapors pass through  an  opening  or crack. For this analysis, data for the 

combined total  transfer of chemical  signature to the soil is needed,  whether from permeation  or  leakage. 

There are many types of  landmines,  with many materials and  methods  of  ConstNCtion that  contribute 

to the overall  chemical  transfer rate. The explosive main charge may be  open to the  environment,  such as 
the  hinged  box  mine  (Figure 2.  PMA-1A)  where mass transfer is mostly from leakage.  For  other 

landmines  that are encapsulated in a  plastic  case (Figure 3. P W ) ,  permeation  controls  the mass transfer 

rate. Some mines  have small holes (Figure 4. TMA-5),  which  allow  vapors  a  direct  escape  path to the 

soil.  These  openings  also  provide  a path for  direct  contact of the  explosive main charge  package  with 

water,  such as with an extended rainfall, which can release a large  amount of chemical to the soi l .  
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Figure 4. Base of TMA 5 Showing Holes Figure 5. Coating on TMA-5 Main C..-,; Explosive 

For the  mines  with  such  openings,  the  explosive main charge may be  coated  (Figure 5. "MA-5 with 

bitumen) or wrapped  (Figure 2. PMAl-A with  wax  paper) to prevent gross damage  to  the  explosive  due 
to  contact  with  soil  water.  The  amount  of  chemical  that  can  dissolve  into  water is much,  much  greater 
than  the  amount  that can vaporize  into  the  same  volume of air  (discussed  in  more  detail  in  Chapter 5 - 
Chemical  Distribution in Soils), so one  must  be  mindful  of  both  pathways in this  analysis. 

The  explosive main charge  that  is  encapsulated  in  a  plastic  case  is  not  synonymous with  being  well 

sealed - plastics are permeable,  allowing  gases  and  vapors  to  migrate  into  and  through  the  material.  The 
factors  that  affect permeation  include the type of  polymer,  physical state of the  polymer,  the  nature of the 
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penetrating g a s  or  vapor,  and  the  environmental  conditions. h d m i n e s  are constructed  from  several 

types  of plastics;  however,  the  details  on  composition,  additives  and  manufacturing  processes are not 

known. Table 9 lists  typical  plastic  materials  used  in  the  housings  for  landmines. r i  Table 9. Plastics used in landmines 

Bakelik (phenolic) 

polyvinyl ehloride 

Polypmpylmc 

Highdensirym HDm 
L.’nv&lIsiqPE LDPE 

polyculylenc 

NahlralNbba NR 
Synmctic mbtu SR 

Plastics are materials made from  long threads of stable  chemicals  called  polymers. The polymer 
threads can crosslink  with  other  polymer  threads,  creating a web-like mat. Permeation of gases  and 

vapors through th is  mat  occurs  by  a  process  called  vapor  diffusion. On the  inside  of  the  landmine,  the 

solid  explosive main charge  releases  vapors,  which  become  absorbed into the polymer mat. The amount 

of  chemical  that  resides  in the polymer is called the solubility (same term is used to describe  the  amount 

of chemical  that  dissolves  in  water).  These  molecules are pushed  by new molecules  released  from  the 
solid  explosive.  Eventually,  the  explosive  vapor  exits  (evaporates)  from  the  outside of the  landmine  into 
the soil system.  The  rate  at  which  the  molecules  can  move through the  polymer is termed  diffusivity. In 

the  simplest  example,  permeation is a  function of  how  much chemical is absorbed  in the polymer 

(solubility)  and  the rate at which it can  move through the polymer  (diffusivity).  The  driving  force is the 

difference in concentration  from  the  inside of the mine  compared to the  outside  (e.g.  the  diffusion 

gradient).  The  driving  force  increases  with  increased  temperature,  because  at  higher  temperatures,  the 

solid  explosive  produces  a greater concentration of vapor. 

The nature of  the  monomer  (single  unit of the  polymer,  e.g.  vinyl  chloride in W C )  used to  build  the 

polymer affects the  permeability. A structural  arrangement  of  a  polymer  that  creates  dense  packing 

decreases  permeability.  The  simpler  the  structure,  the  better  the  packing  and  the  lower  the  permeability. 

Thus, W C  has  a  much  lower  permeability than LDPE.  The permeability also increases  with  temperature 

- about 30 to 50% for  every 5OC rise.  Polymer  formulations  add  to  the  complexity  of  the  chemical mass 

transfer  process  because of the  numerous  combinations  of  polymer  blends,  copolymers,  fillers,  stabilizers 

and  plasticizers  (softeners). 

Rubber  materials also vary greatly  depending  on  the source of natural  latex used to make the  rubber, 
or the  chemical  composition  of  the  synthetic  rubber (eg. styrene  butadiene  rubber,  SBR).  Each  plastic 
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formulation  (polymer  material  plus additives) has a characteristic  void  space  that  controls  the  rate  of 
migration of gases and  vapors - termed penneabity or  diffusivity,  which is also  a function of the size of 

the  molecule  permeating  through  the  plastic.  Figure 6 shows  the  relationship  between  molecular  volume 

(size) and  diffusion rate through two plastics with dissimilar pore  structures  (Mark  and  Kroschwitz et al., 

1989). The  diffusion  coefficient for natural rubber is about lo9 (1 billion) times greater than that of  PVC, 

for  a  molecule of the size of TNT. The  molecular  volumes of TNT, DNT and DNB are similar,  producing 

similar  differences in the  permeability of W C  and  natural  rubber.  This  is  a  key  property  that  requires 
special  notice. Mines made with  rubber  surfaces  will permeate much,  much larger amounts than PVC or 

other more  dense  plastics. 
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Figure 6. Diffusion  Coefficients for Chemical  Peneuants in Rubber 
and  rigid PVC (Mark and Kroschwitz, 1985) 
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Figure 6. Diffusion  Coefficients for Chemical  Peneuants in Rubber 
and  rigid PVC (Mark and Kroschwitz, 1985) 

A metal mine  (e.g. "1) is made from steel that  has  such  a  tow  permeability to landmine  explosive 

vapors  like TNT that  pemreation  can be considered  nil.  This does not  mean that metal mines do  not leak, 
because there may  be other  pathways through poor constmction seams or  intentional  openings,  although 
threaded  fittings  would  not be a  likely  leakage  path as they typically create a very good vapor seal. 
However, metal mines  may  contain a  short-term  vapor  signature from the  paint.  The  paint is a  polymer, 

which  can  be a  reservoir for explosive  chemical signatures that are derived  from  external sources, such as 
from  storage in locations containing other explosive  vapor sources (Bender et al., 1992). 

With  such a large number  of  factors  contributing to landmine  leakage, it may seem  that  mine  specific 

leakage  tests  would be needed to accurately  describe this process.  However, this would  be  an enormous 

task, so we  must  be  satisfied  with a  few minespecific test  results  and use polymer  coupon tests to make 

estimates for  the others. 
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External Surface Contamination. One measme of the type and  amount  of  explosive  signature 

chemicals  that  leak from landmines  is  with an evaluation of the  external  surface  contamination.  This 

method measures the  amount  that  is readily removable  with  a  paper fdter soaked in methanol. The 

chemical  surface  residue  from  the  landmine  is  transferred to the  paper  filter,  which is then  analyzed 

quantitatively.  These  surface  residues are derived from both  chemical  permeation through the  plastic 

from  the  inside  of the landmine  and  from  chemical  vapor  deposition on the  outside  during  handling  and 

storage. Also, this represents  an  amount that is currently on the surface,  without  replenishment,  and  not  a 
continuous  leakage rate that is important  for  evaluating  the  likelihood of detection  in  the  future. 

Measurements of the  surface  concentration of two TMMl metal cased mines  prior to burial  showed 
levels of TNT at 10 and 62 ng/cm2  and DNT at 10 and 20 ng/cmz  (Jenkins  et  al., 2000). After  burial for 

472 days,  only  a trace of TNT (0.4 ng/cm2)  was  found on just one of the mines demonstrating  that  the 

paint  reservoir  had  been  nearly  depleted of  landmine  signature  chemicals.  Measurements  on  the 

concentration  of  explosive signature compounds  in  paint scraped from unused  US 60 and 81 mm mortars, 

and a 105 mm artillery  projectile  showed TNT and DNT levels  that ranged from 1 to 45 pg/g - a 

considerable  amount  (Phelan  et al, 2001). 

A small  set  of  Yugoslavian  landmines  acquired for emplacement  at  the  Fort  Leonard Wood, USA 

mine  test  facility  were  sampled  before  placement  in  the  soil (Leggett et al., ZOOO). These  landmines  had 

been in  storage  since  production 40-50 years  prior  and  included: PMAlA, PMA2, TMA5 and TMMl. 

The results from this  effort  showed  that TNT, DNT and DNB were  found  on  each  mine type, and RDX 
was found on the PMA-2, which  uses  an RDX booster. The  levels  varied  considerably,  but  ranged from 
Q ng/cm2 (the method  detection  limit)  up to near 400 ng/cm2;  however  most  were  lower  than 30 ng/cmz. 
These  results are very  similar to the mean value  for  both  foreign  and USA landmines  at 15 ng/cm2, for 

tests  using  slightly  different sarnpliig and  analysis  methods  (Hogan et al., 1992). Surface  residues  found 
on Soviet TM62-P anti-tank  landmines  contained 6 ng/cm2 TNT and 28 ng/cm2 DNT for a  bakelite  case; 

and, 3 ng/cm2 TNT and 5 ng/cm2 DNT for a  polyethylene  case  (Chambers et al, 1998). Unfortunately, 

DNB was not  quantified  in this set of  chemical  analyses.  The  surface  contamination c o n f m  that  the 

three  signature  chemicals, TNT, DNT and DNB are found  on  the  outside  of  landmines,  demonstrating  that 

these  compounds  remain  important as cues for detection by  dogs. 

Polymer Coupon Pemabiliry. To evaluate  the  permeability  differences  of  the  plastics  used  in 

landmines,  small  pieces  of  a  landmine  plastic (e.g. polymer  coupon)  were  allowed to absorb  military 

grade TNT vapors  (containing  all of the  chemicals described previously) in a  glass  bell jar for  about six 

months  (Leggett et al., 2002). The  polymer  coupons  were  then  placed  into  tedlar  bags (a very  low 
permeability  plastic)  and  allowed to exude  chemical  vapors for a  set  time  period.  The  chemical  vapors 

then  deposit  onto  the  interior tedlar bag  surface. By washing the bag interior  with  a  solvent  and  measuring 
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the amount of  chemical  by  quantitative  analysis,  a  value that represents the release of vapors  from  the 

polymer  coupon was determined.  Other  samples  of  these  polymer  coupons  were  placed  into beakers of 
water,  and  also after a set time, samples of the  water  were  obtained  and  analyzed for the signa- 

chemicals.  Figure 7 shows  the  results of these tests and demonstrate the  effect of polymer type on release 

of  chemical  vapors. The flux of  rubber  is  much,  much greater than other  polymers. Among the  polymers, 

the  higher  density  polymers  (i.e.  PVC)  show  a  much reduced flux compand to low  density  polymers. 
This work also  indicated  that the flux  was greater into  water than into air. Leggett et  al.  (2001) 

explains  that  with  leakage  into air, the  explosive  compounds  are  externally  constrained by the  limited 

vapor  concentration  in air. However, in  water, the explosive  compounds  have  a  much peater solubility 

and mass transport is. controlled by facton intrinsic to the  polymer.  Note  that  the  differences  in  flux 

between  water  and air grows  dramatically as the  permeation rate of the  polymer increases. 

. wcE 
0 500 IO00 1500  2OOo 

F l u  (fgkIll2-8) 

riigure 7. TNT Leakage Rate Dependence into Air or  Water (Leggett et d.. 2001) 

TNT Solubility in Plastics. As noted  earlier,  the  solubility  of  a  chemical  in a polymer  contributes  to  the 

permeation rate. Leggett  et  al. (2002) obtained  small  samples of the polymr coupons,  dissolved  them  in 
a  chemical  (solvent),  and measured the  amount  of TNT. Figure 8 shows  the  results of these tests and 
indicates  that  lower  density  polymers  contain  a  much greater resident concentration. These data also 

compare  landmine  specific materials with  polymer coupons obtained  from  a  commercial  plastics  supplier. 

A PMA2  is made from  a  polystyrene  polymer,  yet  shows  a  slightly  greater  resident  concentration  than 

from  a USA commercial  product. The PMAlA case  is  made  from  PVC and has a  slightly  greater TNT 
load  than  PVC  from a  commercial  supplier. It is not known whether  these  differences are significant  or 
not, or represent  that  the PMAlA and PMA2 have  had 40-50 years to accumulate  compared to 6 months 

n. 



for  the  commercial polymer coupons.  However,  Figures 7 and 8 c o n k  that TNT (and  speculatively  for 

DNT and D M )  has greater permeation  and  solubility in low  density  polymers  and  rubbers than higher 

density  materials. 

PMN (rubbertap) 

P" (Nbh erhg) 

P W  

PMAlA 

Ps 
LDPE 

PP 

HDPE 

wc 

--h(l4ml3 
Figure 8. Resident  Concentration of TNT in Various Plastics and Landmine Case Materials (Leggett et al., unpubl) 

Landmine Flux Tests. In a similar set of experiments, five TNT ffled and one RDX filled  landmines 

were  placed into tedlar bags for 2 to 7 days  at temperatures h m  -3 to 34OC (Leggett et  al, 2001). These 

tests  found that the flux of the three principle  chemicals (TW, DNT and D M )  in the TNT mines  were 

significantly  different  depending on the mine  *.and  chemical  (Table 10). The TMAS had large fluxes 
most  likely  due  to  the  holes  on  the  bottom  of the mine  and  the  large  surface area of th is  antitank  mine. 

This  will be found as soil residues  underneath  the  mine,  which may be more  difficult to transport upward 

to the soil surface  due to the  presence  of the mine  itself.  The PPM2 had the next  highest flux. While the 
TMMl mine  appeared in th is  test to have a moderate flux of DNT, the chemical flux might  diminish  with 

time  because  of the limited  reservoir of chemicals  in the paint  covering this metal  mine. The PMAlA is  a 
hinged  box  mine  and it would be expected to  have  a  much greater flux as the  vapors  can  easily  move  out 
of the mine  case.  The PMA2 was  shown to have  the  least flux due to the small size  and  low  permeability 

of the PS case  material. 
Table 10. Landmine Flux into Air (20°C), np/mine per day 

I Mine I Construction I TNT I DNT I DNB I RDX 1 

PMAlA PVC 
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This work also showed the  temperature  dependence of the  flux  into air was  exponential,  similar to the 
temperature depndence of  vapor  pressure. The data showed that regardless  of  the  mine  type  or  material 

of construction, the exponent  remained  the same at 0.11 [Y = *e0.’*’,  where x is temp  PC)]. nus, for  a 

5°C  change  the  flux  changes by  1.7 times, for  a 10°C  change  the  flux  changes 3 t i m e s ,  and for a  20°C 

change  the  flux  changes 9 t imes.  

When  these  mines  were  placed  into  water,  the  results  showed  a  fast  early time rise in solute 

concentrations  followed by a  steady  increase  with time. This initial  rise is likely  due to surface 

contamination  dissolving  into the water,  followed  by  a  steady  permeation rate through the case mateds. 

The  flux  values  +to water also  followed  that  of  the  polymer  coupon  tests,  showing  a  greater  flux  into 
water than into air (Table  11). 

Table 1 1 

Leggett et al.,  2001 also report preliminary  test  data  that  landmines  placed  into dry sand showed 

greater  flux than into  wet  sand.  Upon first inspection,  this  appears to confound  the results above. 

However, if the sand was  not  sterilized,  a  wet soil has a  much  greater  degradation  rate,  which  might 

appear as a  lower  flux (see Chapter 6 - Chemical  Degradation in Soils).  More  work is needed to resolve 

this discrepancy. 
In work to evaluate  the  landmine flux into soil, Sandia  National  Laboratnries  created  mine flux 

chambers  from  stainless  steel and placed  whole  landmines  into dry Sandia  loam soil. Figure 9 shows  the 

test  apparatus  with  a F”N and  a  PMA-2  landmine.  The  landmines  were  allowed to leak into  the  soil for 

12 to 33 days,  then  the  entire mass of soil  was  extracted  with  acetonittile (1:l) with  ultrasonication  (18 hr 
at  10°C)  and the TNT, DNT and DNB measured by GCIECD. Table 12 summarizes these  flux  test 

results. A comparison  of  these valw to the polymer  coupon tests was  completed  by  assuming that only 
the top rubber  surface of the  PMN  mine  contributes to the soil residue (- 80 cm’), which  corresponds to a 

TNT flux of 14,500  fg/cm2-sec,  which is similar to the  rubber  into air value of -loo0 fg/cm’-sec  (Figure 

7).  Completing  the same comparison  using  the  entire  surface area of the PMA-2,  the TNT flux is only 3 
fg/cm’-sec,  which is  much  less  than  the  polystyrene (PS)[300 to 750 fg/cm2-sec]  and  closer to the W C  



[50 to 100 fg/cm2-sec].  However,  when one compares the PMA-2 results for TNT here (30 @day,  Table 

12) to that of Leggett above (21 @day,  Table 1 l), the results are very similar. 

Figure 9. Whole Landmine Flux Tests in Soil 

35-50  

30-40 

In earlier work,  Spangler (1975) placed  landmines  in  vapor  collection  chambers  and  measured  the 

concentration  increase  over time. The methods  included  removing the main  explosive  charge,  washing 
the casing to insure. that the mines  were free of explosive  materials,  then loading  the  inner  well  with  a  foil 
coated  with  acetone  recrystallized TNT to insure  no  external  contamination  was  present  prior to initiating 
the  experiments. me TNT flux rates  averaged  over the surface  area of the mines  were 10.'~ to IO-'* @cm2- 

s. These values are equivalent to 0.1 to 0.001 fg/cm2-sec,  which are much  smaller than those  found in the 
polymer  coupon  tests  above. The low flux values determined  by  Spangler (1975) were  likely  a  results of 

the  preparation  effort  where the mine surface was  cleaned  and the sma l l  surrogate source  inside 
contributed less mass for diffusion  into the polymer. 

An important,  but  yet  unresolved  issue is how  much soil wetness  impacts  chemical  penneation  by 

changes  in  the  diffusion  gradient. One feature  of  dry  soils  is  that  chemical  sorption  is  much  greater 

depressing the vapor  concentration  in  the  soil  (Chapter 5). Just like a temperature  increase  causes  a 
greater  gradient,  depressing the vapor  concentration  in  the soils also  causes  a  greater gradient. 
Schematically,  this  is  shown  in  Figure. 10. Since  landmines are placed in surface  soils that undergo 

periodic  wetting  and  drying,  the flux rate  from  landmines may vary depending on soil wetness,  which 
requires quantification for use in  simulation  modeling  tools  (Chapter 9). 
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Completion  of this effort is complicated  by  the  requirement to sterilize the soil before a wet soil flux 

test is initiated. Wet soil (except frozen) provides a microbiologically friendly environment.  Most  (if  not 

all) soils contain  microbes that become  active when the soil becomes wet. In initial  efforts  to sterilize 

soils with  radiation  and  chemicals,  continued  (yet reduced) TNT and DNT loss  in soil slurry  degradation 

t e s t s  demonstrated  the  difficulty in sterilizing  soils. 

m 

1 

Figure 10. Diffusive Flux in Dry 01 Wet Soil 

Swnmnry. The  results from landmine  specific flux tests are critical to the understanding of  which 
mine type contributes more or less  chemical  to  the soil. This mine flux (or source term)  is directly 
proportional to the  amount  of  chemical made available to the  ground surface as a cue for  the  dog  (Chapter 

7 -Chemical  Transport in Soils).  Much more work  is needed to evaluate the chemical flux in to soil, 
specific to each landmine type and  the  effect  of soil wetness  on  landmine flux. 



5.0 Chemical  Distribution In Soils 

Introduction. In previous chapters, the three principal  chemical  signature  compounds  from  military 

grade TNT (TNT, DNT  and  DNB)  have  been measured in  the main charge  explosive,  in the vapor  above 
the solid  phase  explosive,  and in the air and  water  from mine leakage  tests.  Once  these  chemicals  escape 

from  the  landmine  into the soil, soil physical  processes  cause  significant effects that  dominate the amount 

of  the  chemical cue available  for  trace  chemical  detection. 

Key Information. 

Landmine  signature  chemicals  partition  in the air, water  and soil particles. Soil science  can 

Soils with greater  amounts  of  organic matter (agriculhual or forest  soils) or minerals 
quantify these  amounts  and  determine the concentrations in each. 

(compared to desert  sand)  will sorb greater  landmine  signature  chemicals,  leaving less 
available for transfer  to  the air for vapor  sensing. 
Soil moisture has a  tremendous  effect on  soil-vapor  sorption. Dry soils will  sorb  about 
10,OOO t imes  more  lmdmine  signature  chemicals than damp soils.  This  depresses  the  vapor 
levels the s a m e  amount.  This  process is reversible, so daily  morning  dew is valuable for 
vapor  sensing,  and  afternoon  drying is detrimental  for  vapor  sensing. 
In damp  soils,  about 80 to 90% of  the mass of TNT and DNT  is  found sorbed to the soil 
particles,  about 10 to 20% is  found  in  the soil water,  and  only lo4% is found  in the vapor. 
The  soil  acts as a  temporary storage reservoir  for  the  landmine  signature  chemicals,  releasing 
them  when  dew or rain falls,  and  collecting  more as soil water  evaporates. 

Background. Soils are a  complex  medium  that  contains air, water  and soil particles.  The  landmine 

chemicals  can  exist  in  the air as a  vapor, in the  water as a  solute  and  on soil particles as a  residue. 

Fortunately, through many years of  agricultural  and  industrial  chemical  research, the science  of soil 

physics  has  provided  quantitative  means  to  describe  how  much  of a chemical resides in the air, water  and 

onto soil particles  in a soil system (Jury, 1990). This is extremely  valuable  because the environment (soil 
type,  temperature,  rainfall,  wind,  sunlight  intensity,  etc.)  changes  due to geographic  location  and  with 
local  daily  and  seasonal  weather  cycles. In this  chapter,  information is presented on the  steady state or 

equilibrium  chemical  phase  partitioning  processes. Then, in Chapter 9 - Landmine-Soil-Weather 

Systems  Analysis,  the  complexity  of time dependent  weather  cycles  is c o m b i i  with soil physics  to 

provide  a  comprehensive  systems  analysis  tool. 
In the  previous  chapters, three chemical  compounds  were  observed to the most  likely  cues used by 

dogs (TNT, DNT  and  DNB). As work  was  underway to measure the factors impomt for  the  distribution 

of  chemicals in soils, information  became  available that DNB  was  infrequently  found  in soil samples 
obtained  adjacent to landmines  (Chapter  10 - Soil Residues  from  Landmines).  Therefore,  the  work 

performed for  chemical  distribution in soils  focused on TNT and DNT. If DNB  becomes  more  prevalent 
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Air and Wurer SolubiZiry. There is a  limit to the amount of chemical  that  can  dissolve  into  air  and 

water  and  sorb onto soils. The  amount  of  chemical that dissolves  into air is termed vapor  pressure or 

vapor  density,  and is affected strongly by temperature.  Figure 11  shows  the  vapor  density  of TNT and 

DNT (Pella, 1977) and  reveals  that  DNT is always  greater  than TNT by  about  a  factor  of  twenty (20) and 

that  each  increases  about fowfold for  every 10°C temperature  rise.  The  amount  of  chemical  that 

dissolves  into  water  is  termed  water  solubility,  and is also affected by  temperature (but not  as  much as for 

vapor).  Figure 12 shows the water  solubility  of TNT and DNT (Phelan  and  Barnett, 2001) and  reveals 

that DNT is also  greater  than TNT by  about  one  and  a  half (1.5) and  that each increases  slowly  up  to 

2OoC, then increases~much  faster. 

I 

1 B -c’ ’- 

Figure 1 1 .  Vapor Jhnsity vs. Temperature Figure  12. Water Solubility vs. Temperature 

Air- Wafer Partirioning. In moist to wet soils, the  pore  space  is  filled  partially  with air and  water. A 

measure  of  the  amount  of  the  chemical that exists in the g a s  phase to that in the aqueous  phase,  at 

equilibrium is termed  Henry’s  Law  constant  and is defined as 

K -- C G  - c, 
where KH is the  Henry’s  Law  constant  (unitless)  and & is the concentration  in gas phase  (p/cm3 

headspace)  and CL is the concentration  in  the  liquid  (aqueous or water)  phase  (g/cm3  water).  Henry’s 
Law  constant  is also a  function of temperature  because  both & and CL are functions  of  temperature. A 

relationship  for & as a  function  of  temperature  was  developed  with the relationships  in  Figures 11 and 

12, and is  graphically  shown  in  Figure 13. This reveals that KH for DNT is always  greater than TNT by 

about  a  factor  of  twelve (12) and  increases  by  about 2.5 for  every 10°C rise in temperature. 
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Figure 13. DNT and TNT Henry's Law Coastaat as a Function of Temperature 
Soil-Water Pam'tioning. The amount of chemical  that is caken up or held (sorbed) by soils is a 

complex  topic,  with  much  research that has analyzed the nature of the process and described which soil 

components  (organic material, mineral phases)  control  the  sorption  processes @PA, 1999). As with 
&/water  partitioning,  a measure of the amount  of  chemical in the water  compared to the soil is used and 

is  expressed as: 

Kd =- cs 
CL 

P I  

where is the sorbed concentration  (pglg), CL is the  aqueous  phase  concentration (WmL), and &has 
units of mLJg. 

Past  research  efforts that have mearmred a s p %  of soil-water  partitioning  for TNT have  shown  large 

difYerenm depending  on soil type. Pennington  and  Patrick (1990) report  that TNT sorption has a  higher 

correlation to cation  exchange  capacity  than  the fraction of  organic  carbon,  though  Tucker et  al.  (1985) 

indicated the variation  in & was  correlated to both organic  carbon (64%) and cation exchange  capacity 

(78%). The  desorption  of  chemicals  from  soils  may  not  always be complete  due to som permaneat 

retention or degradation  (biological or abiotic).  Pennington  and  Patrick  (1990)  found  with three sequential 

desorption  steps that 88 to  93% of adsorbed TNT was  desorbed.  However,  Comfort et al. (1990)  found 
near permanent  retention  of TNT. In measurements of 14 different soil types from Army  Ammunition 

Plants across the United States, the magnitude of the linear adsorption coefficients (Kd) ranged from 2.3 

to 6.8 mLJg (mean of 4.0) (Pennington  and  Patrick, 1990). These  values provide a good estimate  of  the 

range  of & values for typical soils. 
To better understand  desorption, Xue et al.  (1995) performed equilibrium  and  kinetic  sorption studies 

for TNT and RDX. With  a  bentonite  clay/sand mix, no sorption  hysteresis  was  found  indicating  a  fully 
reversible  sorption mechanism. However,  when  two  soils  were used, the fully  reversible  adsorption- 
desorption  behavior was not  found  and little of  the  adsorbed TNT was  released.  Using actual aged 
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contaminated soils from  the  Louisiana  Army  Ammunition  Plan,  about 5096 of the TNT in the  soil  samples 
was unextractable. This effort quantified  the linear adsorption  coefficient (KJ for TNT at  2.7 and  3.6 

m g ,  and for RDX at 1.6 mUg for two soil types. 

Very little  work  has  been  completed to measure the sorption of DNT on  soils.  Phelan  and  Bamett 
(2001) used Southwestem  desert  loam soil (Albuquerque,  New  Mexico)  and  found  the &to be  1.8  mL/g 

for low  DNT  concentration  solutions  and  0.7  mL/g for the  high  concentration  solutions. The decline  in 

the & value  implies that the sorption isotherm  is  not linear and  more  likely  follows  a Langnuir or 

Freundlich  model  than  a linear one. These data are. comparable to those measured for  a  Midwestem  soil 

located at Fort Leonard Wood  (Pennington et al.,  1999)  where  the mean (std  dev) & was  2.9 (1.4) mUg. 

Traditional  standard  methods to measure & are in  batch  equilibrium  systems  with  a  soi1:water  ratio 

of  1:4. This is convenient for testing, as the  loss  of  analyte  from  the  starting aqueous solution  &r 

contacting  the  soil for a standard  time  period (e.g. 24 hours) is assumed  to  be  the  amount  transferred to 

the soil @PA, 1989). The & value is determined as a linear fit of data based on variable  starting  solute 

concentrations.  However,  in  unsaturated  soils  there are several factors  that  indicate  that &values may 

vary as a  function  of  soil saturation, causing  potential  increases  and/or  decreases in the value. 

With  the  pore  space  only  pamally  filled with water,  unsaturated soils have  a smaller percentage of the 

total  exchange  sites  in  contact  with  the  solute,  which  implies  a potential decrease in  the & value. 
Conversely,  the  water  in  unsaturated  soil  pores  is  closer to the soil particle  surfaces,  which  implies  a 

potential  increase  in  the & value.  Lastly,  the  ionic  strength  of  unsaturated  soil  water  increases due to the 

clay  particle  makeup  of  the  small  pores,  which  implies  a  potential  increase  in  the & value ( P A ,  1999). 

Since  these  factors  imply both a  potential  increase  and  a  potential  decrease  in  the  value  of &, and  without 

knowing  which  factor  has  the  greatest impact, more  research is needed with measurements for specific 

chemicals  and soil types. One effort  reported  that  soil-water  partition  coefficients  were  overestimated 
using  batch  equilibrium  measurement  methods  (Burglsser  et  al.,  1993) as a  result of the  particle 

concentration effect (solid-to-solution  ratio  and  increased  sorption  capacity  caused  by  particle separation 

during  soil  preparation). 

In experiments with 2,4-DNT in a soil column  breakthrough  test,  the & value  was  an  important 

variable  needed to improve data model  comparisons (See Chapter 9).  Batch  equilibrium & measurements 
showed a linear & of about 1.7  mL/g;  however, a much  lower  value  of  about 0.5 mUg in a  simulation 

model ("2TNT) improved the data model  comparisons  (Phelan  et al., 2OOO). Also, in  unsaturated  soil 
vapor  partitioning  tests,  parameter  estimation  results  improved  significantly  if & was  included as a  fitting 

parameter  (Phelan  and  Bamett,  2001). This work also  showed  that  an  unsaturated & value of 0.5 mL/g 

provided  at  better  parameter fit. Since  most  soils are frequently in an  unsaturated  condition,  more  work  is 

needed to define the soil-water  partitioning  coefficient as a function  of  soil s a d o n .  
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The importance ofthe soil-water  partitioning  coefficient will become evident later in the  discussion 

of the interactions of these  phase  partitioning processes. Nevertheless,  the data imply  that TNT is sorbed 

slightly  stronger to soils than DNT, the  magnitude of the sorption is in the moderate range, and that in 

some. soils  there appears to be higher  permanent  retention (little is desorbed). 

Soil-Air  Partitioning. The  amount of chemical  that is held  by soils has been shown to be strongly 

impacted by  the  soil  moisture  content (Ong and  Lion, 199la and 1991b;  Petersen et al., 1994,1995 and 

1996; Ong et al.,  1992). This appears to be a  competitive  displacement process where soils have a 
tremendous sorption  capacity for organic  chemicals  when dry, but  when  wet,  water is preferentially 

sorbed to the  soil  particle,  displacing  the  chemical. The soil-air  partitioning process is described  in  a 
similar way as with air-water  and  soil-water, with 

Kd. (W)  =- cs 
CG 

where CS is the soil concentration  (g/g), C, is the  vapor  concentration @Id), w is the  gravimetric 

moisture  content  (g/g), and &(w) has units of mL/g (same as for the soil-water  partitioning  coefficient, 
Kd). Figure 14  shows  the impact of  soil moisture content  in  the dry range of 1 to 11% on the soil-air 

partitioning  coefficient (I&). This figure shows  the &. for TNT and DNT increase  by  about 108 as the 

soil dries. This is a tremendous change in a range of soil  moisture  contents that are typically  found  during 

weather  cycles. 
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Figure 14. DNT and TNT Soil-Vapor Partitioning Coefficient versus 

Soil Moisture Content (phelan and Barnett, 2001) 

Integrated Soil Chem'cd Parritioning. The  relationships  described  above can be assembled  to  show how e 
chemicals  partition between the  air,  water  and  soil  sorbed  phases. One can then  evaluate  shifts  in  these e 

e 
e 
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relationships  due to changes  in  some of the key parameters. Jury et al. (1991) showed  how  the  phase 

partitioning  coefficients  could be defined as phase mass fractions where fs is the mass fraction sorbed to 
the  soil,fL  is  the mass fraction in the aqueous phase,  andfo  is  the mass fraction in  the  gas  phase,  and  by 

defmition, 

f, + f L + f G  =1 [41 

Table 13 shows  a  simplified  spreadsheet  with intepted equations for the  phase  partitioning of TNT. A 

similar  table has been prepared for DNT  (not  shown).  With  only  basic information of temperature,  soil 
moisture  content  (or  soil  sahuation),  soil-water  partitioning  coefficient,  and  the  total  soil  residue, th is  

spreadsheet  can be used to evaluate  impacts of varying  these  parameters on the mass fractions  and the 

vapor  concentrations in air available as a  cue  for  the  dog. 
Figure 15 shows an example  of  the  soil  solid  and liiuid phase mass fraction of TNT and  DNT  using 

typical  values  shown  in  Table 13. At all soil saturations, DNT always  has  a  greater  liquid mass fraction 

and  a  lower sorbed mass fraction when  compared to TNT. For both  chemicals,  the  liquid  phase mass 

fraction rises as more  water is present  in the soil  pore  space. When the saturation  drops  below  about  eight 

percent,  the  impact of the  soil-air  partitioning process becomes  evident. The liquid  phase mass fraction 

becomes  negligible  with  most of the mass fraction sorbed to  the  solid  phase. 

. .   . .  
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Figure 15. Soil Solid and Liquid  Phase Msss Fractions 

The  effect of the  soil-air  paaitioning  process  is  more  evident  on  the  vapor mass fraction as shown  in 
Figure 16.  Below about ten percent  saturation,  the vapor mass fraction  declines by a factor of about IO5. 

At  high  saturation,  the  vapor mass fraction also declines  because  the  remaining air filled  voids  become 

filled  with  water. 

To evaluate  the  effect of  the  soil-water  partitioning  coefficient (Kd) on solid  and  liquid  phase  mass 

fraction, & was  changed  down to 0.5 mVg and  up to 3.0 mVg as shown in Figure 17 for TNT. This 
range of & is  likely  typical  for  most  soils;  however,  one  can see that  solid  and  liquid phase mass fraction 

is very  sensitive to &. Figure  18  shows  the  effect of & on the  vapor mass fraction.  Since the vapor 

mass fraction is strongly  controlled  by KH, which is affected  by the  liquid  phase mass fraction,  the  effect 

of & on vapor phase mass fraction i s  approximately  the s a m e  as for  the  liquid  phase mass fraction  in  the 

range  of  10 to 90 percent  saturation.  At  the  extremes, the effect  of  vapor-solid  partitioning  (low 
saturation)  and  diminished  soil air porosity  (high  end)  becomes  prominent. 
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Figure 16. Soil Vapor Mass Fraction 
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Figure 17. Effect of & on TNT Solid and  Liquid Mass Fraction 
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Figure 18. Effect of & on Vapor Mass Fraction 

Temperature also has an effect because it affects  both aqueous solubility  and  vapor pressure. Figure 

19 shows the effect of  increasing  the  temperature from 23'C to 45'C & = 0.9 mUg) and decreasing the 

temperature to 5'C (& = 0.9 mWg) for the TNT vapor mass fraction.  Decreasing the temperature to 5'C 

has  the effect of decreasing the vapor phase mass fraction by a  factor of 10, while  increasing the 

temperature to 45OC has the effect of increasing the vapor  phase mass fraction by a factor of about 5. 
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Figure 19. Effect of Temperature on TNT Vapor Mass Fraction 

Summary. After  several decades of agricultural and industrial chemical  research  and  field  application, 

soil  chemical  interactions are generally  understood.  For  landmine  signature  chemicals (i.e. TNT and 
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DNT), laboratory  test  methods  have d e f d  the  partitioning of these  chemicals  into  soil  systems. Soil 

phase  partitioning  relationships  then  define  how  much  chemical is present sorbed to soil particles, 
dissolved in the water,  and  available in the  headspace as vapor.  The  influence  of  temperature  and  soil 
moisture  content  can be. accurately  evaluated  for  any  soil;  however,  the  sensitivity  of  the  soil-water 

partitioning  coefficient  demands  that  tests be completed  for  site-specific  soils  for  improved  accuracy. 

With these  processes quantifkd, vapor  concentrations  can be derived  (i.e.  estimated) for use in mine  dog 

vapor  performance  testing  (Chapter  11)  or  from  soil  residues  (Chapter 10) for  comparison to mine  dog 

vapor  sensing  thresholds. 



6.0 Chemical  Degradation in Soils 

Introduction. Degradation of explosive  residues  in soils is  a  very  complex  phenomenon,  occurring 

through combined  natural  biological  and  abiotic  processes. The biological  reactions  occur by either 

fortuitous  reactions  or, less frequently, through metabolic  breakdown  for  microbial  energy  utilization 

(Spain, 1995). Abiotic  processes are chemical  reactions  with  the  soil  components,  typically iron bearing 

minerals that  catalyze  oxidatiodreduction  reactions  (Hundal  et al., 1997). 
The  degradation process involves  a  series  of  reactions that alter  the  original structure of the  parent 

compound,  forming many by-products  that may be transient  (quickly  transformed) or become 
permanently  bound to the  soil  organic  matter.  Both  biotic  and  abiotic  processes require the  presence  of 

water  to  induce  these  transformation  reactions.  Without  sufficient  water,  the  landmine  signature 

chemicals  can remain in soils  for  long  periods  of time. Understanding  the  factors  that  promote or 

suppress  degradation are critical, because the rate of loss directly  impacts  the  vapors  available as cues for 

trace  chemical  detection. 

Key I$onnntion. 

h d m i n e  signature  chemicals  change  form,  chemical  properties,  and  eventually  become 
eliminated  from  soil  systems by microbiological  and  soil mineral degradation  reactions. 
The  presence  and  amount of degradation  by-products compared to parent  compounds  in soil 
samples is indicative of the  degree of degradation  that  has  occurred. 

Degradation by products may be  valuable vapor cues  for  dogs;  however,  there has been 
limited  investigation on this matter. 

Both  biologic  and  abiotic  reactions require water for  degradation reactions to proceed. 
Laboratory measurements  of TNT, DNT and DNB found  degradation  rates to be dependent 
on soil type, soil moisture  content  and  temperature. 

Higher  clay  content  and  organic matter content  soils have higher  degradation  rates. 
Soil  moisture  contents greater than 1% cause very fast  degradation  rates  (half  the  amount 

Soil  moisture  contents  less  than 1% preserve  landmine  signature  chemicals (half the 

Only  subzero ("C) conditions limit degradation.  The  greater  the temperature, the greater 

degrades  over  the period of  one day) 

amount  degrades  over  the  period  of 3 years). 

the  degradation rate. 
Background. Both  biological and abiotic  chemical  reactions  produce similar degradation  by-products 

due to the  nature of the  oxidation  and  reduction  reactions.  Table 14 indicates the  principal  degradahon 

by-products for TNT, DNT  and DNB. When  found in soil  samples,  these  compounds  provide  good 

evidence  that  degradation has occurred. 
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Table 14. Parent and Degradation By-Products of TNT, DNT and DNB 
m t  Compound Degradation By-Product (abbreviation) 
2,4,6-TNT  4-amino-2,&3iniumluene  (4A-DNT) 

2-amin0-4,6-dinitrotoluene (2A-DNT) 
2.4-DNT  Z-amino-4-nimtoluene (2A-m 

4-amino-2-nimtoluene  (4A-NTj 
1.3-DNB  3-nitroaniline  (3-NA) 

Chemical  degradation  information is important when included  with  landmine  chemical  emissions 
(Chapter 4) and distribution in soils (Chapter  5) to understand  the  amount  of  chemical  available as cues 

for  trace  chemical  detection. As is becoming  evident,  the  environmental  impacts to landmine  chemical 

cues are becoming  very  complex. In order to fully  account  for all of these  processes,  computer  simulation 

tools  become  necessary  (Chapter  9).  Biochemical  degradation  losses are an important  parameter  that 

offsets  the gain from  landmine  chemical  emissions. 

Degradation  processes are typically  modeled as a  simple fmt order or psuedo-first  order  process 

(Sawyer et al.,  1994) that simplifies  the  simulation  model  input as a  degradation  rate  constant, or half-life, 

that  is  independent of the  chemical  concentration.  However, this simplification may  lead to significant 

over or under  estimates  because  the  complex nature of  explosive  chemical  degradation  in soils is  only 

beginning to be understood. 

Very little  information  has  been  found on the  intrinsic  biodegradation rates of explosives  in  soils, 

because  much  of  the  literature  reports data for active restoration  methods  such as composting or 
bioreactors  where  there is little correlation to natural  conditions  (Spain et al.,  2000).  More  recent  work on 
natural attenuation  processes is a  closer analogy, however,  work has been limited to aquifer  self  cleansing 

and is not  directly  applicable to surface soils.  However,  reports  from  work on stability of a n a l y t e s  in  soil 

samples,  natural soil and  post  blast  residue  degradation  studies  have  helped  to  defme  the  nature  of TNT, 

DNT and DNB degradation rates in  soils. 
M y f e  srubiiiry studies. Past work  that  evaluated  the  maximum  holding t i m e s  (time before  chemical 

analysis begins) for  soil  samples  contaminated  with  trace  levels of nitroaromatic  compounds is one source 

for degradation rates of TNT and DNT (Maskarinec et  al.,  1991;  Grant  et  al.,  1993).  Analysis of these 
reports  shows  a  significant  impact  of  the soil residue  preparation  method (aqueous or solvent  enriched, or 

field  contaminated), soil type,  temperature,  and data analysis  method.  The data from  Maskarinec et al., 

1991  were  not  used  in this evaluation as this test used an  excess  solvent  enrichment  method  (2 mL 

acetonitrild2 g  soil),  not  representative  of  landmine  released  chemical  signatures. 
Grant et al.,  1993 prepared soils  with  aqueous  enrichment  (solute  in  water)  with  varied  amounts of 

water  held  at  room  (22OC),  refrigerator (2OC)  and freezer (-l5OC)  temperatures. In addition,  field 

contaminated soil from  an  Army production plant  was tested. Water  was  added  up to the  maximum 
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holding  capacity  of the soils (no visible  freestanding  water)  and  the temperature was  held  constant  at 

room (22OC), refrigemtor  (4"C), and freezer (-15OC) temperatures. The  moisture  content  was  4% 

(weighdweight or w/w) for the sandy  loam, 208 (w/w)  for  the silty loam  and clay soils, and 25% (w/w) 

for the field-contaminated soil. The nitroomatic enriched  soils  showed  a  dramatic  decline  in 

concentration  with time for TNT and DNT at mom  and  refrigemtor temperahms in all three soils.  Only 

at freezer temperatures was the degradation  limited.  The  effect of soil type was  dramatic as well, as the 

clay soil induced  significantly  more  loss than either  the  sandy  or  silty  loam.  However,  the  field- 

contaminated  soil, at nearly  the same initial  concentration as the  enriched soils, showed  a much reduced 

degradation rate. 
Because the data were used to define maximum  holding times, Grant et al., 1993 did not report 

degradation rate constants.  However,  these data were reevaluated to calculate degradation rates along 

with  new data using soil from  the  Fort Leonard Wood minefield test site (Miyares et al., 2OOO). Miyares 
et al., 2ooo prepared  the  soil  with  sieving to retain e 0.42 mm, moistened  the soil to 20% (w/w) for 3 days 

to allow  microbiological  activity to become established,  then added TNT, 2,4-DNT, 2.6-DNT and DNB 
and RDX in  an aqueous solution,  which  increased  the  soil moisture content to 40% (w/w).  Samples  were 

held at 22,4 and -4'C for up to 20 days.  At 22OC. the TNT data did  not  show hue psuedo  or actual first 

order decay rates. In fact,  there  was an initial  fast  decline  in  the first day  followed  by  a  more  moderate 

decline.  Using  the  initial  fast  decline,  an estimate of the  half-life  in the loam  soils was estimated  for TNT 
to be on the order of 1 day at 22OC. For  the  other  chemicals  and temperatures, the loss is properly 

described  by  a  single fmt order process.  Table 15 summar izes  the results from these efforts for TNT, 
DNT and DM. 
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Nurural Arrenuation Srudies. Cataldo  (1993)  incorporated 60 pg/g @pm)  of TNT in three soil  types 

(0.5%, 1.7%  and 7.2% organic  matter)  and  followed  extractable,  unextractable  and  parent  compounds 

over 60 days. The  parent TNT concentrations  fell  below 3% of  the  original  concentrations  within 10 days 

(equates  to  a  half-life  of 2 days).  Extractable  parent  compound  and  transformation  products  showed  an 
exponential  decline  reaching  near  steady state at 60 days. The  unextractable  fraction  showed  similar 

response,  growing to about 40% at 60 days. In the  high  organic  matter soil, permanent  sorption  reached  a 

greater  level (-50%) and the ex t rac tab lehnext le  fractions  reached  near  steady-state  much  faster 

(abut 10 days).  Chemical  analysis of the extractable  fraction  found  isomers  of  aminodinitrotoluene  and  a 

range of  unidentified  more  polar  compounds.  The  production  of  more polar compounds is typical  of 

biotransformation  processes that produce  more  water  soluble  compounds - which makes the 

transformation  products  less  volatile  and  available  for  vapor  phase  collection,  concentration  and 

detection.  Work  with RDX showed  that  there  was  little  transformation  and  most of the  parent  compound 

remained at 60 days. 

Post-Blast Residue  Degradation. In an  evaluation  of  degradation rates of  post-blast  residue  from 
detonated  landmines,  Phelan et al., 2002 (in  prep.)  detonated  a PMAlA landmine  and  collected  the  post 

blast  residue  on  long sheets of  paper (30 m  x 0.6 m). This material  was  combined, mixed well  and split 

into 20 g aliquots (to help mitigate hetemgeneity  problems)  for  treatments at 5,24 and  40DC,  and 1,s  and 

10% (w/w)  moisture  content. To assess whether the nature  of the post  blast  residue  degradation  was 

affected  by  other  blast  products  (e.g.  soot),  a  synthetic  contaminated soil was  prepared  by  solid  phase 

enrichment  methods  at  the s a m e  starting  concentration  of TNT found  in the post blast  residue  (and  also 
included DNT). 

Results from this work  showed  that  at soil moishlre  contents  of 1% (w/w), the data were quite 
variable  indicating  that  the  combined  post-blast  residue  was  not unifom however,  there  was  virtually  no 
loss of TNT. However,  with soil moisture at 5 %  and  10%  (w/w). the degradation  proceeded  very  quickly. 

The  degradation  kinetics  were  not  first  order,  with  a  fast  initial  phase  followed  by  a  much  slower  long 

term  decline,  similar to that  found by M~yares et al., 2000. 

In order to estimate the degradation  half-life,  the data was transformed (In UC,,), outlier data was 
removed,  and the data were fitted with  a linear  equation.  Where  appropriate,  only  data  from  the f i t  few 
days  were  used  if  there  was  an  early  time  rapid  decline  followed  by a slower  rate.  Table 16 reveals  the 

results of this analysis  and  shows  that  a  moisture  content  of 1 % (w/w)  prevents  significant  degradation. 

At  moisture  contents  of 5 %  and lo%, the degradation rates were  very  rapid.  Unfortunately, this post- 

blast  residue  did  not  contain  any  measurable DNT or DNB to compare to the TNT. 



Table 16. Post Blast Residue TNT Degradation  Half-Life  (Days) 

Content (%, wlw) 

10 
from F'helan et al.. 2002 (in prep) 

Table 17 shows  the  results  from  the  synthetic soil degradation  study.  The expe-- rimental  design jid not 

evaluate all of  the  temperature  and soil moisture  combinations;  however,  these  results are similar to those 
in Table 16 and  demonstrate that the post-blast  residue  degradation may be representative  of  landmine 

released  chemicals in soils. Figure 20 shows a 3-d  graphic  of the impact  of soil moisture  content  and 

temperature  on  the depadation half-life  of TNT in post  blast  residue  (Table 16). 

Figure 20. 3d Plot of Post Blast Residue  Degradation  Half-Lives as a 
Function  of  Soil  Moisture  and  Temperature 

Summary. These  results confm that  degradation  rates are quite  variable  with  major  influences  from 

soil type,  temperature  and soil moisture  content;  and,  simple first order  degradation  kinetics do not often 
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properly  describe the loss  process.  However, it is clearly  evident that above 1% moisture  content (air 
dried soil), the degradation  rate  is  extremely  fast. This has significant  implications for field  samples 

collected  wet, as only frozen conditions  truly  limit the degradation rate. Developing  a  complete  set of 

quantitative  values for use in simulation  model  analysis  would take much  more  effort;  however, the 

results  presented  above  can  be used to qualitatively  compare  regionally dry climates (e.g Afghanistan) 

versus  wetter  regions  (e.g.  Bosnia  and  Cambodia). 
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7.0 Chemical Transport in Soils 

Inrroduczwn. Landmine  signature  chemical  transport  in soil is crucial to understanding  the  amount of 

vapor  available as a cue to the dog.  Landmine  chemical  leakage,  soil  chemical  partitioning,  chemical 

degradation, all play  a  role  in how  much  chemical is present,  but the chemical  must  move (be transported) 

from the proximity of the  landmine to the ground  surface to become  available as a cue. 

From  Chapter 5, we described  how  landmine  signature  chemicals  can  exist  in  three  phases: as a 

solute, as a  vapor  and sorbed to soil. In most  circumstances,  only  vapor  and  solutes  move through soils. 

There are two principal  processes  that  contribute to chemical  transport  in  soils,  diffusion  and  convection. 
Diffusion is motion  driven  by  differences  in concentmion (high to low)  between  locations,  scaled  by  the 

internal  energy  of a molecule  (diffusivity),  which is affected  by  interactions  with  the  soil.  Diffusion  can 

occur with  both vapors in air and solutes in  water. 

Convection is the act of transporting  chemicals  in  a stream of air or  water.  During  infiltration of 

rainfall,  solutes  in  water are convected  downward.  Evaporation  convects solutes upward.  Movement of 

air in soils induced by  wind  and  barometric  pressure  can  also  convect vapors downward  into  and  upward 

out of surface soils. 
Key Infinnation. 

Movement  of  landmine  signature  chemicals is controlled by chemical  and soil properties,  and 

Water transports more TNT, DNT  and DNB by convection  than occurs by either  vapor  or  solute 

Conditions  that  cause  upward  evaporation of soil water in  proximity to the landmine will be  most 

driven  mostly by the movement of water  in  soils. 

diffusion. 

beneficial for chemical  sensing. 

Dimion. Over  the last 30 years, researchers have explored  diffusion of chemicals  in soil. Hamaker 

(1972) shows data where the diffusivity  of  a  vapor  in air decreases by a factor of three or more when.the 

same vapor  diffuses  in a soil. Diffusion  constants  in  soil are expected to be lower due to the  tortuosity of 

the  flow  path,  reduce  flow area, and  due to interaction  with  the soil (adsorption)  and soil water  (solution). 

Early efforts  developed  an effective diffusion  coefficient  for soil as an aggregate  parameter  that 

included  vapor  and  liquid  phase  diffusion,  soil-vapor  partitioning,  and soil-water partitioning.  Vapor 
pressure, water solubility  and  phase  partitioning  coefficients  were  integrated to provide  an  effective 

diffusion  coefficient for a given soil. The most  widely used function  for soil diffusivity is an  adjustment 

of the  diffusivity of a  vapor  in air based on the  volumetric air content  and  porosity  using  the  tortuosity 

model of Millington  and Quirk (1961). Jury (1983) applied thii s a m e  concept to the  diffusivity of a 

solute  in soil with  the  volumetric  water  content  and  porosity. 

Combiniig the  Millington  and Quirk (1%1) tortuosity model  with  phase  partitioning  functions, Jury 
(1983) established  an  effective  diffusion  coefficient  that  describes  whether  diffusion is predominantly  in 
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the vapor or liquid phase,  and  the  dependence  on  phase  partitioning coefficients  and  soil  moisture  content 

(Le. soil saturation). Figure 21 shows the diffusivity  of TNT in soil air, soil  water  and the sum of  both - 
the  effective  diffusivity. This chart  shows  that  solute  diffusivity  dominates  vapor  diffusivity  at  soil 

saturation  values greater than about 20%. A soil  saturation  value of 20% is about 10% soil moisture  by 

weight  and is considered  only damp. So during  periods  of  moderate  soil  wetness,  diffusive  transport of 

TNT transport  occurs  mostly through the soil pore  water. During dry periods,  vapor  diffusivity 

dominates,  but is reduced  by  a factor of 10 - 100. 

1 
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Figure 21. TNT Vapor, Solute and Effective Diffusivity (Phelan and Webb, 1997) 

Figure 21 above  is  valid for soil  saturation  values  greater  than  about 15% because below this value, 

soil-vapor sorption becomes significantly  greater (see Chapter 5). The  effect  of  soil-vapor  sorption  on the 

effective  diffusivity of TNT, DNT and  DNB  was  explored  by  Webb et al., 1999. Using  the  estimated 

chemical properties in  Table 18 and  vapor-solid  partitioning  values from  Phelan  and  Bamett (2001), 

Figure 22 shows a  dramatic decline in effective  diffusivity  below 15% saturation. 
Table 18. Estimated Chemical Properties 

This means  that  in dry soils,  transport of landmine  signature  chemicals is essentially halted. 
However,  when  sufficient  rainfall  occurs, the chemicals  that  have  accumulated on the dry soils can  begin 

to move through combined  vapor  and  solute  diffusion. 



Figure 22 shows  some  other  very  important  differences  between TNT, DNT and DNB. The  effective 

diffusivity  of TNT is~much less than DNT, which is much  less  than DNB because of parallel  trends  in KH, 
&, Q and DK From  Figure 22, one  can  see  that TNT is  dominated  by  solute  diffusion  and  is  always  less 

than DNT and DNB. For DNT, vapor diffisivity starts becoming  dominant at soil saturation  less than 
25% and for DNB, becomes dominant  at soil saturations  less than 55%. FromTable 18, vapor  diffusivity 

values  for TNT, DNT and DNB are. all  about 10,OOO times greater than  solute  diffusivity - meaning  vapor 
diffusion is always much greater  than  solute  diffusion. This means that in damp soils,  the  effective 

diffusivity of DNB does not  decline as with DNT and TNT and  remains 10 to 100 times  greater  until soil- 
vapor  sorption  becomes  important. 

1 . E a  
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Figure 22. Effective Diffusivity for TNT, DNT and DNB with Soil Saturation 

Convection. Convection  describes  the transport of a solute  in  a  flowing  soil  solution.  Chemical 

convection  is  the  product of the  solute  concentration and the flux of water. b d m i n e  signature  chemicals 
held  in  stagnant soil pores will mix with infiltrating rainfall and be convected  downward.  The  chemicals 

bound to soil particles  will  desorb  until  the  soil-water  partitioning  relationship is satisfied.  After  rainfall 
ceases, soil water  can move upward,  pulled  by  evaporation  from  the  ground  surface.  As  described in 
Chapter 5, the mass fraction  of TNT, DNT, and DNB are always  much,  much  greater in water  than  in air. 
Thus,  the  optimal  transport  conditions are when  water  is  moving  upward through soils. 

Vapor Transport Through Soils. In an  effort  to  determine the effects of soil barriers on the  agnsport 

of  vapors  from  military-gcade TNT, Jenkins et al. (1999) performed laboratory experiments  that  measured 

headspace  vapor  concentrations  over  time as a  function  of  soil  type,  soil  moisture  content,  and 

temperature.  These tests used crystalline TNT (1 10 mg)  buried  below 2.5 cm of soil in 40 mL (27 x 95 
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mm) vials.  Vapor  samples were obtained at intervals  up  to 173 days.  When  terminated,  the  top 1 mm 
surface  soil  was  collected  and  analyzed for residues  of  target  analytes  and  soil-vapor  partition  coefficients 

were determined  using  the  last  vapor  sample  result. 

These  tests  mimic  only  vapor  transport  because  the  vials were capped,  which limits water  movement 

and  transport  mechanisms.  Figure 23 shows  the  results  for TNT, DNT  and  DNB  from  one  test  series  with 

silt soil at 23T. For  each  chemical,  the  lowest  soil  moisture  content  (soil  saturation)  showed 

significantly  reduced  vapor  concentrations @NB vapor  levels  were  below  method  detection  limits) as a 

result of enhanced  soil-vapor  sorption.  The  increased  vapor-solid  sorption  affects  equilibrium 

partitioning between the  surface  soil residues and  the  headspace  vapors (Figure 14), and  the  effective 

diffusion  coefficient  (Figure 22). 

4 

Figure 23. Vapor  Transport  Study  Results  (Jenkins et al., 1999) 

If once assumes that at about day 60, the  experiment has reached equilibrium  where  transport, 

repartitioning  and  degradation  processes are all at steady-state, then one  can  qualitatively  evaluate  the 

magnitude  of  the  headspace  vapor concentration as an  indicator  of the  magnitude of the  effective 

diffusivity.  From  Figure 22, the  effective  diffusivity of TNT continuously  rises as a function of soil 
saturation -and do  the  headspace  vapor  concentrations.  However,  the  effective  diffusivity  of  DNT  rises 

from low  saturation,  but  the  values are similar at 14 and 25% saturation -and so are the  headspace  vapor 
concentrations.  For  DNB,  the  effective  diffusivity declines from 14 to 25% saturation - and the 

headspace  shows  slightly  lower  headspace vapon at 25% compared to 14% saturation. 

The work  of Jenkins et al. (1999) demonstrates  that  vapor transport of  landmine  signature  chemicals 
is  affected  by  soil  type,  soil  moisture  content  and  temperature.  They  conclude  that  vapor  concentrations 

were  highest  with  sands,  intermediate  with  silts  and  least with clays,  consistent  with  a  greater  soil-water 
partitioning in the fiier  gained soil  types.  They  conclude  that dry soil  conditions limit vapor  transport, 

limiting  headspace  vapor  concentrations to much  lower  levels than in  moderately  wet  soils.  Temperature 

was also  important,  where  a  change  from 23OC to 4OC decreased vapor  levels by a  factor of at  least 10, 

and  at -12°C many of the  headspace  vapor samples showed nondetectable levels,  more so in  the  clay  and 

silt. 
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Summary. Tmport of  landmine signature chemicals in soils is necessary to move  the  landmine  odor e 
from  the  buried  location to the soil surface. The driving  forces for this movement,  diffusion  and I) e 

a 
convection,  have been well studied providing  a  good  understandiug and mathematical  representation for 

simulation  modeling  efforts.  Since  vapor and solute  diffusion, and, air and  water  convection  occur 

simultaneously, in variable amounts depending on the  weather  and soil conditions,  it is mostly  academic 

e 
e 

to  evaluate  how  much  chemical is transported by each mechanism. 
However,  since  much  more  landmine  signature  chemical  is  present as a  solute in soil pore water 

compared to that  present in soil air, the movements  of soil pore water  control  the  transport of the 

landmine odor. Thus, processes that influence  the  upward  evaporation of water  between the landmine 
and  the pound surface are importaut  factors  that increase the surface soil trace chemical  residues. In 

locations  where rain is infrequent,  and  evaporation  from soils is minimal, vapor  diffusion may  become 
mre important; however,  the mass transport rates may be much reduced. 

While a comparative  analysis of mass transport by  each mechanism may be academic,  it  would 

establish  the  magnitude  for  each  process,  and when  one  mechanism is absent  (e.g.  druught  weather 

cycles),  provide  more  understanding  on  the  performance requirements for trace chemical  detection. 
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8.0 Weather  Factors  Affecting  Chemical  Sensing 

0 
0 soil  as  discussed  in  earlier  chapters. The chemical  signature  that  reaches  the  soil  surface  is r e l e a s e d  into 
0 air currents near the  surface,  or  the  boundary  layer,  where  it is rapidly  diluted  by  the  wind.  The  chemical 
0 signature  above  the  boundary layer is essentially  zero. This behavior  is  schematically  shown  in  Figure 
e 2 4 .  The  chemical  signature  concentration is depicted by the  concentration  of red dots in the  figure.  Mine 
e dogs  sense  the  chemical  concentration  in  the  chemical  boundary  layer,  and  possibly on surface  particles 
a that are inhaled  by  the  dog. The  thickness of  the  chemical  boundary  layer is dramatically  influenced by 
a the  weather  conditions  at the surface as is  discussed  in this chapter. In order to determine  the  best  and 

worst times for chemical  detection, the boundary  layer  behavior as influenced by  weather  conditions 

Introduction. Chemicals  released from landmines undergo  transport  and  degradation  processes  in  the 
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needs to be understood. 
There has been a  long  history of research on the impacts of  weather  on near-dace soils  for 

agricultural  applications.  The  information  needed to understand the heat  and  moisture  balance. for  crop 
production  and  agricultural  chemical  (fertilizers  and  pesticides)  efficacy  can be used to understand  the 

chemical  transport  in soils up to the  ground  surface. Some of the models developed for agricultural and 
chemical transport in  the  near-surface  soils  have been used for preliminary consideration of  landmine 

chemical  transport as discussed in Chapter 9, Landmine-Soil-Weather System Analysis. 

In contrast,  chemical  transport  in  the air boundary  layer  above the soil  surface  has not been  explored 

in detail.  The  boundary  layer  near  the ground is  driven  by  thermal  processes  and  is  a  complicated 

. .  . . . .  . .  . .  . . .  . . 

Figure 24. 
.. . . . . .  . 

Depiction of Chemical  Concentration  Variation Including the Boundary Layer 
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interaction between thermal radiation ga ins  and losses,  evaporation  of  water,  and  the  presence  of  low- 

growing  plants  (Gieger, 1957). Chemical transport in  the air boundary layer is coupled with chemical 

movement  in the soil  and will be influenced by  the  weather and, in the present  situation, by the actions of 

the  dog. 
This  chapter  introduces  the  key weather factors  that  influence  the  chemical  concentration near the 

surface and in  the  boundary  layer. An alliance  of  micrometeorology  (weather near the ground)  and  soil 

physics  (chemical transport in soils) is necessary to fully understand the impacts  to the landmine  chemical 

signature  and  the  availability  of  vapors for chemical sensing. Chapter 9, Landmine-Soil-Weather 

System Analysis, begins to describe this alliance  and  presents  tools to evaluate the  complex  interactions 
that  weather  induces on vapor  concentrations  at  the soil surface.  Much  more  work is needed to 

understand  the  impacts  of  weather on the  chemical  concentration in the  boundary  layer  for  the  landmine 

scenario  including the effect of dogs. 

Key Informarion. 

The  factors  that  affect  chemical  movement and concentration  from the ground surface into the 
layer of air closest to the ground  (i.e. the soil-atmosphere  boundary  layer) have not been 
thoroughly evaluated. 

vertical air movement  that  either  dilutes  or  traps the vapors  emanating  from the soil. 
Soil temperamw greater than air temperature cause ao unstable boundary layer with mini- 

Differences between the  temperature of the soil and the air make a significant  impact on localized 

thermals that dilute  landmine  signature  chemical vapors - the  greater the temperature 
difference, the greater  the  impact. 
Soil  temperatures  less than air temperatures  cause  mini-inversions that trap landmine 
signature  chemical  vapors  in  the  boundary  layer 

Winds also  impact the boundary  layer - as the wind velocity  increases,  the  boundary  layer 

The influence of the  dog’s actions on the  chemical  boundary layer behavior has not been 
thickness decreases and the dilution  increases. 

extensively  considered. 

Weather Fuctors. The  weather  factors that will be considered  include: 

J atmospheric  pressure 
J atmospheric  tempemhare 
J atmospheric  relative  humidity  (vapor  pressure) 
J solar  radiation  (short-wave) 
J long-wave radiation 
J windvelocity 
J precipitation 
4 plants 

While  not a weather  factor per se, the  effect  of  plants  is  generally  to  mitigate  the influence of the weather 
at the ground  surface..  Each  weather  factor wiIl be discussed  including  the  impact on the air boundary 

layer  thickness. For purposes  of  this  discussion, some of the factors will be lumped  together. 
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Atmospheric  temperature,  solar  radiation,  and  long-wave  radiation  will  all  influence  the  soil  surface 

temperature,  which  will be discussed  in  detail.  The  atmospheric  relative  humidity  and  precipitation 

determine  the  direction of water  vapor  and  liquid  water mass flux,  which  will be discussed together. 

Amtospheric pressure. Atmospheric  pressure  variations  generally  have  a  minor  influence on 

chemical  vapor  transport.  As the pressure varies, such as when a  weather  system  passes  through,  there 

will  be a  slight  change in the  convective  transport of the  chemical  signature in the  vapor  phase  out of the 
soil; this  process is often referred  to as barometric  pumping  (Auer, et al., 1996). The effect is generally 

small, however,  compared to the  other  weather  processes. 

Soil surface  temperature. The  soil  surface  temperature is directly influenced  by  the  atmospheric 

temperature,  solar radiation, and  long-wave  radiation.  The  higher  the  atmospheric  temperature,  the  higher 
the  soil  surface  temperature. 

The  thermal  radiation  energy  balance at the soil surface  has three components.  Solar  (short-wave) 

radiation from the sun adds  energy to the soil surface.  Long-wave  radiation  emitted  from  the  atmosphere 

also adds energy to the  soil.  The  soil loses energy  through  long-wave  radiation  emittance  to  space. 

Radiation from  the sun is absorbed  and  reflected in the  atmosphere  and is influenced by the  altitude, 

clouds,  water  vapor,  and  the  presence  of  particles  such as smoke  and  dust  in  the  atmosphere (Arya, 1988). 

Clouds,  water  vapor,  and  particles  all  decrease  the  net  solar  radiation  reaching  the  soil  surface,  while  a 

higher  altitude  increases  the  net solar radiation. Solar radiation  is  obviously  highly  variable  during  the 
day and  is  generally  a  maximum in the  early afternoon and is zero at night. The net  solar radiation 

reaching  the  soil  surface  is  partially  absorbed by the  soil  and  partially  reflected.  The  fraction of  incoming 

radiation  that  is  reflected  back to the  atmosphere is called  the  surface  albedo, or reflectivity.  The  lower 

the  albedo,  the  higher  the  net  incoming radiation absorbed  by the soil surface.  Darker  and wetter soils 

tend  to  have  a  smaller  albedo  than  lighter  and  dryer  soils  (Campbell  and Nonnan, 1998); therefore,  more 

solar  radiation  is  absorbed  in  darker  and  wetter soils. 

The  net  long-wave  radiation  added to the soil surface is the  long-wave radiation added from  the 

atmosphere  minus the long-wave  radiation  lost to space.  Long-wave  radiation from the  atmosphere  to  the 

soil is affected by the  presence of clouds,  and  water  vapor as well as the air temperature in the 

atmosphere.  Long-wave  radiation  flux  from  the  atmosphere to the  surface  is  slightly  higher  for  clouds 

than  with  a  clear sky and  increases  with  increasing air temperature.  The  amount of long-wave  radiation 
lost  into  space is dependent on the  temperature of the  surface.  Both  long-wave  radiation  components are 

directly  dependent on the  emissivity of the  soil  surface.  Darker  soils  and  wetter  would  have  a  slightly 

larger  emissivities  than  lighter  and  dryer  soils.  A  darker  soil  increases  the  net  long-wave  radiation  value. 

Whether  the  net  long-wave  radiation  is  positive  or  negative  depends on the  relative  temperatures of the 
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atmosphere and the soil, as well as the  emissivity  of  the  clouds.  Generally,  however,  the  net  long-wave 

radiation is negative. 

The thermal radiation  energy  balance  is  generally  positive  during  the day due to solar  radiation  and  is 
negative  at  night  due to the  net  long-wave  radiation.  However,  there are other processes that affect the 

heat  balance  of  the  soil  surface. As mentioned  earlier,  heat is also  added  (or  subtracted) to the soil surface 

due to the  atmospheric  temperature. Heat is also  conducted  to  and  from the surface  in  underlying the soil 

by heat  conduction.  During  the  day,  the soil surface  temperature  is  generally  higher  than  the  soil 

underneath, so heat is conducted  into  the  underlying  soil.  Similarly,  at  night,  the  soil  surface  temperature 

is less than the  underlying soil, so heat is added to the  soil  surface  through  conduction. Mass transfer  also 

influences the soil  surface  temperature.  Water  evaporation  and  condensation,  e.g.,  dew,  also  become  heat 

sinks (evaporation)  and  heat  sources  (condensation)  at  the  surface. 

As seen from  the  above  discussion,  the soil surface  temperature is a  complex  energy  balance 

including the effects of the air temperature,  radiation  (solar,  long-wave,  and  radiation to space), 

conduction in the  soil, mass transport in the  soil,  and  evaporation  and  condensation  processes at the 

surface. The surface  temperature of the soil affects the  chemical  signature  at  the  surface.  For  example,  at 

higher  temperatures,  the  vapor-liquid  partitioning  coefficient,  or  Henry's  coefficient,  will  be  higher, 

meaning  that  more of the mass is in  the  gas  phase.  The  local water vapor  pressure  will  also  be  increased, 

possibly  leading to higher  evaporation  rates,  which will increase  the  chemical  vapor  flux rate into  the 

boundary  layer. 
As an  example of the  variation of soil surface  temperature,  Figures 25 and 26 show  the  temperature  of 

soil as a  function of  depth for high  desert soil in  Albuquerque,  New  Mexico, USA. A TM62P antitank 
mine was buried  in  the soil 4 inches  below  ground  surface  (to  the  top).  These  figures  show the typical 
sinusoidal  variations  in  soil  temperatures caused by  daytime net positive  radiation  (heating)  and  net 

negative  nighttime  radiation  (cooling).  These temperature cycles  dampen  out as the  depth  increases. 

Note  the  significant  surface  temperature  variation  during  the  day. In the  winter,  the  surface  temperatures 

vary  about 5 to 20 'C during  the  day,  while  the  temperatures  at  the top of the  landmine  vary by 4 OC or 

less.  The  highest temperalum are in  the  early  afternoon  due to solar  radiation,  while  the  minimum 
temperatures are in  the  early  morning  before  solar  radiation becomes significant.  During  the  summer 

months,  the  variation  is  more  dramatic  due to the  higher  level of solar  radiation.  Whiie  the  timing is 

similar to that in the  winter,  the  surface  temperature  variation  in  the  summer is much  higher  at  about 

40 OC, or  about  twice as large as during  the  winter.  During  the  summer  months,  the  temperature  variation 

at  the  top of the mine,  which  is 4 inches  below  the  surface,  varies  about 12 "C during  the day compared to 

a  variation  of 4 OC during  the  winter. 
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Figure 25. Winter Soil and Landmine  Temperatures  Figure 26. Summer Soil and Landmine Temperatures 
. . .  

Soil Water Content. Water mass transfer in the  soil occurs through  a  balance  of  the  water  added  to 

the soil through  net  precipitation  (precipitation minus runoff), water  evaporated  at  the soil surface,  and 

water  that  flows through the system to the  underlying soil units.  Retention  and transport of  water  in the 

soil is  influenced  by  the soil characteristics,  such as the  amount  of  clay  present,  and  by  other  properties 

such as the  porosity  and  the  unsaturated soil characteristic  curves.  Weather  affects  the soil water  content 
dramatically  through  precipitation at the  surface,  and  the  atmospheric  water  vapor  pressure,  which 

directly  influences  evaporation.  (The term relative  humidity  is often used that is simply  the  water  vapor 

pressure  divided  by  the saturated value). The sahuated water  vapor  pressure  increases  with  increasing 

temperature. If the  atmospheric  vapor  pressure  is  higher,  evaporation  will  be  reduced.  Therefore, 

evaporation  is  smaller  for  higher  relative  humidity  conditions,  which  will  increase  the soil water  content. 

If the soil surface  temperature is increased,  the  evaporation  rate will be  higher,  decreasing  the  soil  water 

content. 

The  soil  water  content  dramatically  affects  the  chemical  partitioning  among  the  phases  (gas,  liquid, 

solid)  including  sorption, as well as the  gas  and  liquid transport (convection plus diffusion). At low soil 
saturations (e lo%), the  amount of chemical  vapor  available  for  sensing  drops  dramatically  as  discussed 
earlier in  Chapter 5,  Chemical  Distribution  in Soils. 

There are competing  effects  between  the soil surface  temperature  and the soil  surface  water  content  as 

illustrated by an increase  in soil surface  temperature. While this increase will lead to an increase  in 

Henry’s  constant,  which  in turn leads to a  higher  gas-phase  chemical  concentration,  the  higher soil 
surface  temperature also leads to a  decrease in the  surface  moisture  content  due to evaporation,  which 

would  lower  the  gas-phase  concentration  for  low  liquid  saturations  where  vapor-solid  sorption  becomes 

important. The net  effect  of an increased soil surface  temperature  on  the w-phase chemical 

concentration is dependent on the  interaction  between  temperature  and  moisture  content. 
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Air Boundary Layer. The air boundary  layer,  which is the air layer just above the soil surface, is a 

complicated  function  of  weather  and  soil  conditions.  The  dogs  need to sniff in  the  chemical  boundary 

layer  in  order  to  locate  the  chemical  signatures  emanating  from  buried  landmines. 

In reality,  there are numerous  boundary  layers at  the  soil surface. There are boundary layers  for 

momentum  (wind),  water  vapor,  and  heat  (thermal)  as  well as for  the  chemicals  emanating  from the 

buried  landmines.  The  behavior of eacb  of these boundary  layers is a  little  different.  Boundary  layers 

develop  and  thicken  with  increasing distance  from  their origin. The  wind,  water  vapor,  and  heat 
boundary layers are generally  at  equilibrium as the origin of  the  boundary  condition  may  be at the edge  of 

the  field  containing the landmines,  which  may  be  many 100s of  meters  away. In contrast, the origin of 
the chemical bunday layer is above the landmine, so the chemical  boundary layer has  had little 
opportunity to develop  and  thicken.  Thus,  the  chemical  boundary layer, which is of  utmost  importance 

for  sensing, is probably thin relative to the other boundary  layers.  Chemical  concentration is highest at 

the  soil  surface  and  is  rapidly  diluted in the  boundary  layer,  going to zero  at  the  edge or thickness  of  the 

chemical  boundary  layer.  Thus, if the chemical  boundary  layer  thickness  were x cm, there  will  generally 

be  no  chemical  signature x cm or more  above  the  ground. 

The  dominant  factors  determining  the  boundary layer thicknesses are the wind speed, the air 
temperature,  and the soil  surface  temperature. As the  wind speed increases,  the  boundary  layers become 

thinner.  Conversely,  for  calm  conditions,  the  boundary  layer  thicknesses are much greater than for windy 
conditions. 

The air and  soil  surface  temperatures  strongly  influence  the  boundary  layer  thicknesses. If the soil 

surface temperature is higher than the air t e m p e m ,  which  typically  happens  in the daytime due to solar 

radiation, the boundary layers are unstable as s m a l l  thermal  convection air currents are created. The  net 
effect is that the average  boundmy layer  thickness is reduced. However, these t h e d  convection air 

currents  also  have  the  potential  to  transport  landmine  signature  chemical  vapors  upwards  beyond the 
“average”  boundary  layer  thicknesses. S e t h  and  Kester, 2001, describe an  example  of  intermittent 

thermals  rising  at  speeds of 0.25 dsec and at  frequencies of  about 4 per  minute.  With the unpredictable 
nature of these m n t s ,  chemical  concentrations  may  vary  considerably as a  dog  passes  into  an area 

containing  landmine  signature  soil  residues. 

Conversely,  when  the soil temperatures are lower than the  air  temperature  such as at  night,  a 

temperature  inversion occurs and  the  boundary  layers are stable.  Wind  velocities are often lower  at  night 
due to the stability of  the  boundary  layers.  Under  these  conditions,  the  boundary  layer becomes thicker 

and  dilution  decreases,  providing for optimum  conditions  for  vapor  sensing as far as the  boundary  layer 
thickness  is  considered. 
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Effect ofllogs. The  chemical  boundary  layer  thickness  and  the  chemical  concentration  within  this 

boundary  layer  will  be  affected  by  the  actions of a  sniffing  dog as discussed  by Settles and  Kester (2001). 

For example, if the  dog  exhales  prior to sniffing,  he  will  disturb  the  local  boundary  layers, further diluting 

the  signal. When the dog  does sniff, it is not  clear  what air volume is sampled by the  dog. For example, 

depending  on  the  sniffing rate and  the  proximity  of  the  dog’s nose to the ground, the  dog may  only  sniff 

the air from the  boundary  layer  above  the  soil  surface, or he  may sample air above and  below  the  soil 

surface,  which  would  have a higher  chemical  concentration  that  that  in the boundary  layer. If the dog’s 

now is close to the  ground  and  the  sniffing  rate  is  sufficient, s m a l l  soil  particles  with  potentially orders of 

magnitude  higher  chemical  concentrations than in  the  vapor  could  be  entrained  by  the  sniffing  action  and 

sampled  by  the  dog.  With the moist  conditions  in  the  dog’s nose, the  potential for the  release of sorbed 
chemicals  exists,  especially  if  the  surface  soil is dry. These  interactions  have  not been studied  at  the 

present  time. 

Plunfs. The  effect of plants  was  not  included  in  the  above  discussion.  The reason for this  exclusion  is 

that  their  impact  on  the  chemical  signature has not  been  evaluated.  It  is  well  known  that  the  impact  of 

plants  will  be to mitigate  any  variations of atmospheric  conditions. For example,  plants  will shade the 

soil  resulting  in  reduced  solar  radiation to the  surface  and  lower  surface  temperatures.  Plants  act  as  a  sink 

for water,  which  will  affect  the  water  content in the  subsurface  and  surface  soil.  The  impact of plants  will 
be to increase  the  vapor  pressure at the  soil surface relative to the  atmosphere  resulting  in  reduced 

evaporation  from  the  surface.  Plants  also  act as a sink for landmine  chemicals,  possibly  transporting  them 

to their  leaves.  The  influence  of  plants  on  detection of chemical  signatures from landmines needs to be 

examined  further. 

Summary. The  effect of weather  conditions on the  chemical  concentration at the  soil surface and in 

the  boundary  layer just above the surface is dynamic  and very complex.  The  soil  surface  temperature  and 

water  content,  which  can  dramatically  influence the chemical  vapor  concentration  at  the  surface, is a 

function of a number of dynamic parameters including  solar  radiation  and  precipitation.  The  boundary 

layers just above  the  soil  surface,  which  control  the  dilution of the  chemicals, are predominantly 

dependent on the wind speed and  the  temperature  difference between the  surface  of  the  soil  and  the air 
temperature.  The  only  way to thoroughly  evaluate  the  dynamic  influence of the  weather  conditions  is 

through  models  and  simulations,  which are discussed in Chapter 9, Landmine-Soil-Weather  Systems 
Analysis. 
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9.0 Landmine-Soil-Weather  Systems  Analysis 

Znrroducrion. Previous chapters  in this report  have described individual  properties  and  the  processes 

affecting  the  chemical  signature  from  buried  landmines  including  the  effect of  weather.  Shown 

separately,  these  individual  elements are complex.  However,  there are even  more  complex 

interdependencies  among  these  elements  that  challenge our intuition to fully  understand the impacts to the 

landmine  chemical  signature.  For  example,  increased  soil  moisture  releases sorbed landmine  signature 

chemicals  from  soils  causing  significantly  greater  vapor  levels.  However,  increased  soil  moisture also 

induces  biochemical degadation that reduces the  soil  residues,  which  would  decrease  the  vapor  levels. If 

the  increased  soil moisture comes  from  an  extended  rainfall,  soil  chemical  residues  would be washed 

deeper into  the  soil  profde,  which also decreasing  vapor  levels.  The  interdependencies  between  the 

processes  are  complex  and are difficult to evaluate a priuri. 

One  method to understand  these  complex  interdependencies is through the  use  of  computer 

simulation tools. Computer  simulations  can  efficiently  evaluate  numerous scenarios in a short time 

period  and  can  also  provide  estimates  for  vapor  or  soil  residue  values that may  be  difficult to measure or 

are below  analytical  chemical  detection  limits.  However,  computer  simulations require input data from 

all of the  individual  properties  and  processes,  which  is  no  simple task. There are landmine  signature 

chemical  properties,  soil  phase  partitioning  properties,  mine-specific flux processes,  degradation 

processes  and  weather  factors.  Fortunately,  many of these have been determined,  but  only  from  a  limited 

set of soils and  mine types, and  recent  weather data can be unavailable  or  incomplete. 

The  computer  solves  the mass, momenmm  and heat conservation  equations for the  various 

components  using  a stepby-step problem  solving  procedure  (an  algorithm).  With  the  large  number of 

interdependent  actions,  the  computer  must  be  fast for the  results to be  obtained  in a short  duration.  With 

today’s  computers,  an  annual  weather  cycle  driven  simulation may only take a  few  hours to evaluate  the 

annual  variation of the  chemical  signature.  The  computer  simulation  output has much to offer for 

analysis  and  evaluation.  Vapor  concentrations  over time can  be  compared to dog vapor  sensing 

thresholds to assess  whether  dogs may miss  mines as a  result  of  the  conditions used in the  simulation. In 
addition,  other  correlations  can  be  determined  that  help  define  limits to certain conditions  (e.g.  rainfall, 

wind,  temperature,  season,  time  of day) that may  be  used to initiate or  terminate  mine  dog  work  in  the 

field. 

While  computer  simulation results are  extremely  valuable in understanding  these  complex 

interdependencies,  computer  simulation  results are not  the truth. Simulation  results  provide  estimates  that 

are based on  experimental data and  soil-physics  based  computational  science.  Unknown  errors  may  be 

found  in our understanding of the  fundamental  soil-chemical  processes,  the  interactions  between these 
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processes,  and  in  the  complex  mathematics  simulation  tools  required.  However,  when  simulation  results 

closely  mimic  experimental  or  field  data  from  a  system  that  combinea  several or many  of these  individual 

processes, our confidence  grows  that  the  simulation  tools  provide  a  reasonable  representation of actual 

conditions. 

As mentioned  in  Chapter 8, Weather  Factors  Affecting  Chemical  Sensing,  the  effect of plants  has  not 

been thoroughly  examined. In the  landmine-soil-weather  systems  analysis  methods  that are discussed 

below, bare soil has been assumed to date. In order to include  the  effect of plants,  a  methodology to 
include  the  impact of plants  needs to be incorporated  into the systems  analysis  approaches.  Such  an 

approach has been  identified  but  not  yet  included as discussed  later  in this chapter. 

Key Injiormatwn. 
The  complex  interactions  between  landmine  signature  chemicals,  soil  and  weather  require 
advanced  computer  simulation  tools to determine  the  changes  in  vapor  concentrations  available as 
a  cue  to  the  mine  detection  dog. 
Several  soil  physics  based  simulation  models of varying  complexity are available;  however, 
advanced  training is necessary to understand  the  appropriate d e l  to use  and to evaluate 
simulation  results. 
Laboratory  experiments  combining  multiple  factors  help  to  validate  the  accuracy of simulation 
model  results.  However,  complete  validation  is  nearly  impossible  because  of  the natural 
variability in all of the  factors. 
Simulation  mcdels are best used to establish  conditions  appropriate for mine dog applications  and 
those that should be avoided. 
Landmine  signature  chemical transport models  have been developed  that  can now  be used to 
assess  situational  scenarios for routine  or  troublesome  field  conditions. 

Situation  specific  input  data are needed for simulation  mcdels to produce  realistic  results. 
Data needs: mine-specific  flux,  soil-water  partitioning  coefficient, degradation rates and 
weather  history. 

The  effect of plants has not  been  included  in  landmine  chemical  signature  simulation  models. 

Complex interdependencies. Figure 27 shows  a  simplified diagram of the  principal  landmine  soil 
chemical  interactions  described  in  previous  chapters.  Not  included  here are some of the  complex  soil 
hydraulic processes that  influence  soil  moisture  during  precipitation  and drainage such as hysteresis  in  the 

soil characteristic  curves.  These are important,  but do not  directly  affect  the soilchemical processes 
included  in this report. Most of these  processes are included  in  the  various  simulation  modeling  tools to 

different  degrees of sophistication. 



Figure-27. Complex Interdependencies Affecting Landmine Signature chemicals in Soil 

Simularion modeling tools. A number of soil  physics based simulation  models  have  been used to 

evaluate  the  soil  chemical  interactions described in  this report. Our initial  analyses used a one- 
dimensional  screening  model  developed to compare  the  pollution  potential of various  agricultural 

chemicals. This model is termed the  Behavior  Assessment  Model  (BAM)  (Jury et al.,  1983%  1984a,b,c), 

which  was  later modified to become the  Buried  Chemical  Model  (BCM)  (Jury et al., 1990).  These 
models used simplified  approaches  such as constant and uniform soil  sahlltltion  and  temperature,  constant 

water flux, and a  constant boundary layer  thickness. As discussed  in Chapter 8, Weather Factors 
Affecting  Chemical  Sensing, many of these parameters are  highly  variable  in reality. 

The  BAM  and  BCM  models were very useful in categorizing  the  relative  mobility,  volatility  and 

persistence of TNT, DNT and DNB chemicals  in  relation  to other well-cbaracterized agricultural 
Chemicals. This initial  analysis  only required a simple set of input parameters: soil-water  partitionjng 
coefficient 0, soil-air partitioning coefficient  (Henry's  constant, Kd, diffusion  coefficient  in  air (DG) ,  

and the bio-chemical  half-life (Tin). 

The Buried Chemical Model was used to  evaluate  the effect of differing  soil  properties,  water flux 
conditions  and  Sequences  on  the  behavior  of TNT, DNT  and DNB (Phelan  and  Webb,  1977).  The surface 

vapor flux was  evaluated because this parameter w8s considered to be the principal  pathway  for  detection 

of buried  landmines  by  dogs. Thii sensitivity  analysis was presented in three conference  proceedings 
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(Phelan  and  Webb,  1998a;  Phelan  and  Webb, 1998b Webb  et  al.,  1998)  and  in  a  project  report  from  Dr. 

Jury (Jury and Guo, 1998).  Table 19  shows  the parameters evaluated  and  a summary of the impacts. 

Table 19. Sensitivity Analysis Summary 
Parameter Impact on steady  state surface flux 

Soil Buk Density 

Insignificant compared to initial surf= Source Flux 
inversely proprtional Soil-Warer Partition Coefficient 
Directly  propoltional Henry’s L a w  Constant 
Inversely  proportional 

Initial Cnncenvarion Directly  proportional 
Burial  Depth lnrreases lag time (very sensitive) 
Water Flux precipitation or Evaporation)  Evaporation enhances, precipitation  depresses 
Biochemical  Half-life insensitive if z 1 year, very  sensitive if c 60 

concentration 

Jury also  performed a 2-dimensional  analysis (Jury and Guo, 1998)  to  evaluate  the  surface  soil  spatial 

variation  in  vapor flux using  similar  assumptions to those  in  his  BAM  and BCM approaches. The results 

showed  that the surface  vapor flux was  greatest  directly  above  a source with a  small  halo  up to twice  the 

width  of the  buried source. The surface flux  drops off exponentially  with  increasing  lateral  distance  from 

the  edge of the mine. 

While the Buried  Chemical  Model  was  valuable for an initial assessment, the  assumptions  of  constant 

and  uniform  liquid  content  and  temperature, as well as a  single  boundary  layer  thickness, are obviously 

great  simplifications. In order to address these  and  other  issues,  a  multidimensional  mechanistic code was 
modified for application to this problem. This code,  which  is based on the TOUGH  code from  Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory ( h e s s ,  1987,  1991),  considers air, waier  vapor,  and  explosive  chemical mass 

transport  and  heat  flow  in a porous medii and is able  to address many  of these  questions.  This  code has 
been named T2TNT (Webb et al.,  1999). 

Modifications to TOUGH2 to produce T2TNT  included  the  following: 
Chemical  Comoonents - Landmines typically emit TNT, DNT,  and DNB vapors. The behavior 

of each of these  chemicals  is  different  (vapor  pressure,  vaporfiquid, liquidsolid, and  vapor/solid 
partitioning), so each component is modeled  separately  with  unique  properties  specified  for  each 

chemical. 

Gas  Diffusion - Gas diffusion  can be an important  transport  mode for explosive  vapors  in the 

subsurface,  especially for low  moisture  content  conditions. In order to mechanistically  model  gas 

diffusion  in  a  porous  medium,  the Dusty Gas  Model  (Webb,  1996)  has  been  implemented. 

Liauid Diffusion - Liquid  diffusion  can be a dominant  transport  mode  for  explosive  vapors  in  the 

subsurface,  especially for moderate  and  high  moisture  content  conditions.  Liquid  diffusion  was  not 
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present in the original version  of  TOUGH2.  Liquid  diffusion  using  Fick’s  Law  has  been  included 

because of the  significant  chemical  concentration  in  the  liquid  phase. 

Liauid-Solid  Sorotion - The  solid-liquid  partition  coefficient  was determined to be  a  fairly 

sensitive  parameter  for  soil  partitioning  and transport (Phelan  et  al.,  1999).  Laboratory  determined 

values  showed  that the sorption  isotherm is not linear and  followed  more  of a  Freundlich  relationship 

(Phelan  and  Bamett,  2001). In addition,  liquid-solid  sorption may vary with  soil  moisture  content 
@PA,  1999).  Thus,  in TZTNT, options  for  a linear sorption  isotherm  and  a  Freundlich  sorption 

isotherm  have  been  included.  Modification of sorption as a linear function of liquid sBtlllsltion is also 

an option. 

Vaoor-Solid  Somtion - Vapor-solid  sorption is significant for explosive  vapors  at  low  soil 

moisture  contents. The experimental data are  well  described by the Petersen et al.  (1995)  function, 
which  was  originally  developed for volatile  organic  compounds.  The  Petersen et al. (1995) 

expression  has been incorporated  into T2TNT with chemical  specific  parameters. 

Bidemadation - A  simple  fust-order  constant  half-life  approach has been implemented to model 

biodegradation of the  explosive  vapors.  From  Chapter  6,  degradation  has been shown to be a 

function  of  the  soil  moisture  content  and  temperature. This function will be incorporated  in  a future 
version  of T2TNT 

Surface Boundarv  Conditions -Due to the  shallow  burial  depth of many landmines, the fluid 

conditions  surrounding  the  landmine  are  strongly  influenced by the surface conditions.  The 
parameters  necessary to adequately model the  surface  boundary  conditions  include:  solar  and  long- 

wave  radiation,  the  surface  boundary  layer  that  is  a  function  of  wind speed and  soil-air  temperature 

differences,  precipitation  and  evaporation at the surface, plants  and  their  root systems, and  the  diurnal 

and seasonal variation  of  these  parameters. 

The  effect of surface  boundary  conditions  including  the  boundary  layer  thicknesses and the  effect 
of plants is complex.  For  inclusion  into TZTNT, a number  of existing models have  been  evaluated. 

As  a  result,  the  SiSPAT  model  developed by Braud  et al. (1995, 1996) has been selected for inclusion 

into TZTNT with  the  kind  permission  of M. Vauchliin  of LTHE in  Grenoble, France. Subroutines 

from SiSPAT are included  directly  into TZTNT as necessary.  SiSPAT has been  successfully  applied 

to a  number  of  field  studies as documented by  Braud et  al. (1995,1996), and  Boulet  et  al. (1997), and 

more are in progress.  Therefore,  SiSPAT  provides  a  welldocumented  and tested approach for 

modeling  the  soil-plant-atmosphere  interface in the RTNT code. 

At the  present  time,  the surface boundary  conditions  for  a  bare soil have  been  implemented, 

including  the  surface  boundary  layer,  solar and long-wave  radiation,  precipitation,  and  other 
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conditions  including  the  diurnal  and seasonal variation  of  the  parameters.  Incorporation  of the plant 

portion  of  the  SiSPAT  model into T2TNT is  planned  for  a fuhm version. 

cauillarv Pressure Curve - The typical  representation  of  the  capillary  pressure curve breaks  down 
at low  liquid  saturations.  The  curve  asymptotes to a  liquid  residual  saturation  where  the  capillary 

pressure goes to  minus infinity. Below this  residual  saturation,  the  capillary  pressure  is  undefined 

causing  computational  problems.  In  order  to  alleviate  this  situation,  a  methodology  has been 
developed to extend the capillary  pressure  curve  to  include  the dry region  down to zero liquid 

saturation  (Webb, 2000). This technique  results  in  a fmite value  of  the  capillary  pressure  below 

liquid  residual  saturation,  which  agrees  with the available data. 

Calculation  of  the  boundary  layer  thickness is  a  considerable task involving  turbulence  modeling  and 

meteorological  conditions  in  the  atmosphere  above the boundary  layer.  Due to this  complex  behavior, 

simplified  techniques are usually  employed  based on similarity  functions (ma, 1988). The solution  of 

these  equations gives the  total  boundary  layer  resistance  from  the  surface  to  a  reference  level,  which  is 

typically 10 m  for wind  and 2 m  for  temperature (Bmd, 1996). Most  of the resistance  is  in  the  first  few 
cms  directly  above  the  soil  surface.  For  simplicity,  a  stagnant  boundary  layer  thickness is often  defmed, 

which is simply the boundary layer  resistance divided by  the  appropriate diffisivity or thermal 
conductivity  neglecting  turbulent  transport. This stagnant  boundary layer  thickness is much less than the 

physical value  and is  a  lower  bound on the  physical  boundary  layer  thickness. 
Based on simplified  turbulence  profiles,  most  of the mixing  and  dilution takes place  in  a  physical 

boundary layer  thickness  ten times the  stagnant  value. Thus, if the stagnant  boundary  layer  thickness is 1 

c m  the  physical  boundary  layer  thickness is approximately 10 cm. Of this  thickness,  about half the 
mixing  and  dilution takes place in  the  lower 10% of the boundary  layer, or in  the  lower 1 cm  in  this 

example. 

Based on the  implementation in SiSPAT, Figure 28 shows  the  impact  of  the  wind speed and soil- 
atmosphere temperature difference on the  stagnant  boundary  layer  thickness  for  water  vapor.  Under 
neutral  conditions,  where  soil  and air temperahues are equal, wind speeds greater  than 1 d s  cause  the 

stagnant  boundary  layer  to  diminish to less than 1 cm. Thus,  the  physical  boundary  layer  for  water  vapor 
mass transfer is on  the  order  of 10 cm.  The  chemical  boundary layer  thickness  is  smaller  than the water 

vapor  value  due  to  the  differences  in  transport  coefficients  (Webb  and  Phelan, 2000) and  the  fact  that  the 

chemical  boundary  layer is developing.  Thus,  the  chemical  boundary  layer is certainly  much less than 10 

cm  for  these  conditions. Dogs must s n i f f  for landmine signature  chemicals  well within the  chemical 
boundary  layer or risk  missing  a mine vapor  cue. 
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Figure 28. Boundary Layer Thickness 

Model Validarion. In order  evaluate the physics and to gain confidence in the T2TNT model, 

laboratory-scale soil colunm  experiments  were  conducted.  Laboratory-scale soil colunm experiments 

were designed after those of  Petersen et al.  (1996)  and  Spencer  and Cliath (1973).  Both metbods used 
headspace measmmeuts to estimate flux of  organic  chemical from the soil surface. We used the soil 
suction  control  apparatus of Spencer and the soil moisture measmment approach  of  Petersen  et  al.  (19%) 

in our experiment. Figure 29  shows  a  picture of the  soil  column  test  apparatus. Details of  the 
experimental  methods,  parameter  estimation  and  model  formulation are described in &lan et al, 2000. 
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In the design  of  this  test,  soil  moisture  of  about 0.25 cm3/cm3 was desired to maintain the  soil  pore 
space at about 50% liquid  saturation. Thus, vapor-solid sorption is not a factor in  these  test  results.  Data 

from  the  water  content  reflectometers  showed that the  soil moisture disbibution  remained  relatively 

constant  over  the  test  duration  and  showed an expected  gradient  with  higher  moisture  contents  at  the 

bottom of the  soil  column. 

DNT  was added to the  soil  column 3.5 cm  below  the  soil  surface. The surface  flux of  DNT  was 

measured  in  the  experiment  using  Solid Phase Micro Extraction (SPME)  fibers. The flux  of  DNT  into the 

plenum increased by about  a  factor of lo4 over the duration  of the test (Figure 30). The experiment was 

sacrificed on day 29 and  samples  were c o l l d  for  soil  moisture  and DNT  residues.  Simulation  results 

from nTNT were  compared to the data and  are also shown  in  Figure 30. Based on the  soil-water 

partitioning  coefficient data the  low  range  liquid-solid sorption coefficient, &, of 1.5 mVg was  selected 
for the initial  simulations to compare to the data. As shown  in  Figure 30, while  the  surface  flux as a 

function of time has the right shape,  the  values are an  order  of m a g n i t u d e  or more  below the experimental 

data. 
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Figure 30. Data Model Comparisons - Effect of & Value 

The sensitivity  of  the &factor is  readily  apparent  in  Figure 30. At this stage. of the project, the 
Fruendlich  soil-water  partitioning  isotherm had not been incorporated  into T2TNT. Another  factor 

causing the discrepancy  in  values obtained from  measured & versus d a t a - d e l  comparisons  is in how 

the measured & is  obtained. The low soilwater ratio  in  the  batch  equilibration & method  allowed for 
near complete  contact  of  the  soil  particle  surface to the DNT in the  water  and  allowed  for  migration  into 

secondary  porosity  of soil  minerals. In a soil  column  test this is not the case.  Some  proportion of soil 



surface area is not  in contact with the water  (and  DNT) due to partial liquid saruration and  surface-to- 

surface contact of soil  particles.  Because of  the uncertaiuty in the value  of K,, in the soil  column  test  it 

was  decided to vary the value of & until a reasonable match to the data was  found as given in Figure 30. 
The  final value of & that  matches the data  reasonably  well is -0.5 mWg.  The results  from  this  initial  test 

indicated that & may be influenced by partial saturation of the soils and that this should be considered in 
T2TNT. This phenomena  has  been  previously  recognized  (EPA,  1999);  however, there. have been mixed 

results to &the the relationship of soil-water  partition  coefficient  to  soil  saturation. 

A second  test WBS performed using the same apparatus  and  operating  conditions. This test evaluated 
the effects of wetting  and  drying  phenomena on the vapor flux of  DNT at low  liquid saturation, which 

include  vapor-solid  sorption  phenomena. Details of the materials, methods and results are given in 
Phelan et al., 2001. 

The data and  model comparison for the surface flux of  DNT  is  shown  in  Figure 31 that reflect the 

variation  in soil column  conditions.  The  initial  relative  humidity  of the air was -50%. At  Day 35, the 

relative  humidity  was  changed  to 0% which increased  the  evaporation rate and the DNT vapor flux. At 

Day 44, a  drymg  event  was  imposed  that  dramatically  lowered the soil sahlrstion and  the  DNT  vapor flux. 

A wetting  event at Day 69  significantly  increased the DNT  vapor flux and the soil  saturation.  Another 
wetting-drying  cycle  was  imposed  after  Day  69 as can be clearly seen. 

Unlike the prediction given by Phelan et al. (2ooo) in  Figure 30, no  soil-water  partitioning  parameters 
were  varied to try to improve  the  data-model  comparison.  However, T2TNT now includes a Freundlich 

isotherm for the soil-water  partition  coefficient,  which is also weighted  linearly as a  function of soil 

saturation. The simulation results show  excellent  agreement  with the data, especially  considering  the 

three order-of-magnitude  variations  during wettingdqkg cycles. The initial  surface  flux  out  to 35 days 

is very close to the  data  including the transient variation up to  that  point. Up through  Day 35, surface flux 

results  from  Test 1 and 2 were very consistent  demonstrating  good  control of fixed experimental 
parameters. In Test 2, the  increase  in  the surface flux due to the  change  in the inlet air relative  humidity 

at Day 35 is  seen  in the model predictions, although  the  magnitude  of  the  increase  is  under predicted. The 

dramatic  change in the surface flux data of about three orders of  magnitude  caused  by the wetting  and 

drying  events is also reflected  in  the  model  predictions,  including  the  timing.  The  maximum  differences 

are about a factor of 3, which  is  excellent  considering the 5OOO-fold  change in DNT surface  flux. 
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Figure 31. T2"I Data Model Comparisons 

The data-model  differences  that  occurred  during  the  wetting  and dryiig cycles may be due  to 
hysteresis  in  the soil moisture  characteristic  curves.  Hysteresis  causes  differences  in  the  soil  moisture 

content  at  a  given  soil  tension  during  wetting  and  drying  periods  (Hillel,  1982). At low moisture 

contents, this can cause significant  differences  in  model estimates (which  uses  a  drying  soil  moisture 

characteristic  curve)  compared to experimental data. Unfortunately,  measurement  of  wetting  and  drying 

soil-moisture  characteristic  curves  would be laborious  and may be unnecessary  for thii application. 

The  results  from  this  test  show  how  important  soil-vapor  partitioning  can be to the  vapor  released by 

surface soils as indicated  by  the  dramatic  rise  in  the surface flux after wetting. In addition, the soil-water 

partition  coefficient must be modeled  with a Freundlich  isotherm rather than a  linear  one,  and  the  soil- 

water  partition  coefficient  must be weighted  for  soil saturation. These  test  results  give  confidence  in  the 

predictive  capability of the T2TNT code. 
Demonstration Culcukations. In order to estimate the  influence of  weather  conditions,  demonstration 

calculations  have been performed. These calculations assumed a  constant  chemical source flux  and  a 
constant  biodegradation rate for each  chemical  and used actual weather data. The results  indicate  the 

variability  in  the  chemical  concentrations on the  soil surface over  the  long-term  (1  year)  and  the  short- 

term  (daily).  Details  on  the  input data requirements and simulation  results  can  be  found  in  Webb  and 

Phelan  (2000). The weather data from  a standard weather  station  consisted  of  the  following:  atmospheric 
pressure, air temperature,  relative  humidity,  solar  radiation,  precipitation,  wind  speed  and  wind direaion 

at  four  elevations. In addition to these  parameters, the long-wave  radiation  from  the  atmosphere  must  be 
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included.  Because  it was not  measured,  long-wave  radiation was estimated  from  measured  weather 

panuneterS. 

Figures 32 (a) through (h)  show the  diurnal  variation in T2TNT simulation results showing  key 

factors  of  precipitation  and  resulting soil saturation, surface  radiation  balance  and  resulting  soil 
temperatures  at  several  depths, as well as the  chemical  concentrations of TNT, DNT and  DNB  expressed 

as total  concentrations  and as separate  solid,  liquid  and gas phase  concentrations. Of note is the  dramatic 
increase  in  surface  gas-phase  concentrations of all three chemicals  following  a  rainfall  event. 

Figures 33 (a) through ( f )  show  the  seasonal  variation  in nTNT simulation  results  showing the 

surface soil liquid  and  gas  phase  concentrations of TNT, DNT and DNB. The seasonal variations  in  the 

liquid  phase are impacted  by  changes  in  soil  moisture  due to precipitation  and  the gas phase  variations are 
impacted  by  changes  in  the  liquid  phase  concentrations  and temperature effects on the  vapor-liquid 

partitioning  coefficient  (Henry's  Law  Constant). Of note is the  near uniformity of the  maximum  and 
minimum values  indicated in Figure 33 (a) through (0. This is  likely  due to the fact that  the  source 

release rate and  the  degradation rate for each  chemical are held  constant  over time, which  is  a  significant 

simplification. 

These  demonstration  calculations  show  the  capabilities of "INT in expressing  numerous 

interdependent  input data and  output  results  that are extremely  valuable  in  understanding  the  complex 

phenomena  in this problem.  One  aspect that requires yet more refmement is the  variability  of  the 

degradation rate as a  function of soil moisture  and temperature, scaled  according to soil type. In addition, 

the effect of plants on  the  results  should be added to T2TNT. 
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Figure 32. Did Variation of Various Parameters for the Period 50-60 Days 
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Summary. In this chapter,  the  individual  soil-chemical  interactions  were  combined  into a complete 

landmine-soil-weather  systems  evaluation  tool. This tool provides for the  complex  interdependent 

interactions  that  occur in the  soil  and  produce estimates of the vapor  concentrations  and  surface  soil 

residues  for  comparison to mine dog  performance  capabilities. The effect of plants is currently  not 
included  in T2TNT. This  tool  can now  be used to evaluate  various  scenarios -certain combinations of 

particular mine types (leakage), soil  properties,  and  weather  patterns.  Differences in soil  vapor 

emanations for scenarios in regional areas (Afghanism, Cambodia, Mozambique,  Angola) may 
demonstrate  the  critical  nature of maintaining  optimal  mine  dog  performance  or  the  futility of certain 

situations  where vapor levels are well  below  typical mine dog  vapor  sensing  capabilities. 
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10.0 Soil Residues  from  Landmines 

Introduction. Sampling  and  chemical  analysis of soils (and  vapor  above soils) provides direct 

evidence  of  the  type  and  magnitude  of  landmine  signature  chemicals  available as cues  for  the  dog.  These 

measurements are valuable in understanding  the true variations  in  soil  residues  and  vapor  concentrations 

as a  function  of mine type,  soil type, and  weather  history. One unfortunate  problem  encountered, 

however, is that even  with  optimized  sample  collection,  sample  preparation  and  highly  sensitive 

laboratory  analytical  chemistry  methods,  the net soil residue  is often below method detection  limits.  This 
problem is even more acute for vapor  sampling  and  analysis, as there. is much less  chemical  in  the  vapor 

phase  compared  to  the  soil  (Chapter 5).  However,  when  vapor  levels  are  below  detection  limits  but  soil 

residues are detected,  vapor  concentrations  above  the soil can be estimated using the phase  partitioning 
relationships  described  in  Chapter 5.  These  vapor  levels,  whether  measured  or  estimated,  can be 

compared  with  vapor  sensing  thresholds  of  individual mine detection  dogs to evaluate the probability  of 

detection for conditions  specific to the  mine type, soil type and  weather  history. 

Key Information. 
Chemical  analysis  of  soil  sample  provides  evidence  of  the actual amount  of  landmine  signature 

Soil  sample  results  have  found TNT, DNT,  4A-DNT and 2A-DNT as the most prevalent 

Surface soil residues  found are low,  typically  less  than 100 nglg. 
Soil  sample  method  detection  limits of 1 - 10 ng/g limit  the  measurement of lower  concentrations 

Soil  residue  values  can be translated  into  vapor  concentrations  in  the air boundary  layer  above 

chemicals  from  a  landmine. 

landmine  signature  chemicals. 

that may still  be useful in  generating  vapor  cues for dogs. 

soils for comparisons to dog  vapor  sensing  thresholds. 

Soil  Sampling and Analytical Methods. Modem methods  for  soil  sampling  and  chemical  residue 

analysis  developed for environmental  pollution  assessments (EPA SW846,2002) can be used for 

landmine  soil  residue  assessments.  Sampling  strategies  have  been  developed  that  emphasize  location 

specific  (grab  samples)  or  area  specific  (composite  samples)  with  many  recommendations for sample 
sizes  compared  to  the area of  interest.  Composite  samples  combine  several  subsamples  that  provide  an 

average  over an area.  The  variation  in  soil  residue  values  surrounding  the  landmine  is  lost  in  preference 

for an average  over  a  larger area. For  field  landmine  soil  sampling,  a grab sample is desired  that  provides 

a  point  value at that  particular  time while still leaving  undisturbed areas for sampliig at  later dates. This 

method  generates  more  samples,  but  at  the same time  provides a better  description of the  variation  of  soil 

residues  surrounding  the  landmine.  However,  once  a  sample is collected  degradation can still  proceed. 

Options to halt  the  degradation  process  include  processing  the  sample  immediately  (impractical for most 

field  situations),  storing  the  sample as cold as possible (on ice the temperature is 24OC, which can still 
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allow d e m o n  to OCCUI), or  air  drying  the  sample  (which  causes  a  minor  loss of  -10-15%,  C.ragin et 

al, 1985). 

Several  laboratory  chemical  analysis  methods are available to quantify  the  chemical  residues  in  soils. 

After  careful  mixing,  aliquots of soil (1 to 20 grams) are removed  from  the  sample  container,  mixed  with 

acetonitde  or acetone (1:4 ratio  up  to 1: 1  ratio,  weight/volume)  and  placed  into  a temperature controlled 

( 10°C) ultrasonicator  for up to 18  hours (Walsh and  Ranney,  1999).  Quantification  can  be  performed  via 

high-pressure  liquid  chromatography (EPA SW846 Method 8330), or by gas  chromatography  with  either 
a  electron  capture  detection (EPA SW846 Method 8095), thermionic  detector  (Hewitt et al, 2001), 

nitrogedphosphorus  detector  (Hewitt  et al, 1999;  Kjellstrom  and  Sarholm, 2000), or mass spectroscopy. 

The  analytical  method  detection  limit is an important concept in  landmine  soil  residue  evaluations 

because  frequently  the  analysis fmds no chemical residue. This  does  not mean that  no  residue exists - it 
means  that  if  there is any, it is  below  the  detection  limit  for  the  chemical  analysis  method.  Method 

detection  limits  vary  with  the  soil,  extraction  method,  and  sensitivity  of  the  instrumental  method.  Typical 

method  detection  limits  for TNT and DNT are about 1 to 10 nglg. 

Soil Residues. Several  studies  have  evaluated  specific  mine types  on single  occasions;  however, due 

to the  large  time  and  resource  commitment  necessary  to  monitor  soil  residues  over time, there  have  been 

few  studies  that  have  evaluated  seasonal  variations  in soil residues.  Chambers et  al(1998) report  soil 

residues after 150  days  since  burial of a TM62-P  antitank  mine.  Surface  soil  values  for TNT were  very 

large  (2030  nglg)  and DNT was below  the  method  detection  limit (e10 nglg).  Subsurface  values  ranged 

from 20 to 160  nglg TNT and  20 to 2,700 nglg DNT from  above  and to the side of the mine. Desilets  et 

al. (1998)  measured  soil  residues from unspecified  antitank mines 10 months  after  burial  and  found TNT 
residues of 2 to >8 nglg  using  a  prototype  soil-solvent  extraction  ion  mobility  spectroscopy  analyzer. 

Kjellstrom  and  Sarholm  (2000) reported on soil  samples  obtained  from  antitank  and antiprsonnel 

mines  in  Bosnia  that  had  been  buried  for three months  and three yean  in both a deciduous  forest  and  a 

gravel road. Selected  sample results are shown  in  Table  20. 
Table 20. Soil Residues from Bosnia (Kjellswm and Sarholm, 1998) 

MYte I PMA2' I TMA4' I TMA4" 

TNT 720 I 96 I 160 

2A-DNT 1,600 16 1 6 0  

4A-DNT (ng/g) 690 28 210 

* gravel road *. deciduous forest 
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The  only  multi-season  landmine  soil  residue data set  came  from  a  long-term  monitoring  project  at 

the DARPA developed  Fort  Leonard Wood Site.  Jenkins et al. (2OOO) reports on  about lo00 soil  residues 

taken  over four sampling  events  spanning 16 months  since  burial.  Over this time period, soil  samples 

were  obtained  surrounding  the  following  landmines: "45, TMM-1, PMA-lA, PMA2, Type 72. Some 

very important  observations  were  found through this effort: 

Surface  soil  samples  did  not  always  show  detectable  residues at every  sample  location. In some 
cases,  detectable  residues  were  more  frequently  found  beyond  the  boundary  of  the  landmine than 
directly  above  it. 
The three most  prevalent  compounds  were 2,4,&TNT,  2,4-DNT and  both 4A-DNT and  2A-DNT 
(degradation  by-products of TNT). 
The  frequency  that  surface  samples detected a  specific  analyte  at  a  specific  landmine type was 
typically  less than 50% (i.e. less  than half of  samples  taken had detectable  residues). 
Over the five  sampling  events, the frequency  of  detection typically increased  (i.e.  more  samples  found 
detectable  residues as time progressed) 
Table 21 presents  a summary of the  surface  soil  residues  showing 

Frequency of detection  ranges  from 10 to 48% over  a  large  number of samples 
TNT residues are much  lower  than DNT 
DNB residues  were  generally  absent  (faster  degradation,  lower  soil  sorption,  greater  volatility) 
2A-DNT and 4A-DNT typically  show much greater  values 

Phase partitioning  parameters for these  compounds  have  not  been  compiled or measured, 
however,  vapor  pressure  values for these  compounds have been  reported  to be l o o 0  times 
less than TNT, implying  that  these  compounds  will  have minimal vapor concentrations 
compared  to TNT or DNT. 

Median values  (half  of the  sample set are greater  and  half  less than this value) are very  low for all 
compounds. 

Table 21. Summary of Surface Soil Residues (ng/g) Collected Near Mines in 

Figure 34 shows  unpublished data on  the  surface soil spatial  distribution  of 2,4-DNT surrounding  a "4- 

5 and PMAlA landmine (T. Jenkins).  Soil  residues  varied  greatly  in  the  vicinity of the  landmine,  but  also 

showed  a  directional  vector  downslope. This has been ataibuted to surface  water runoff transport of soil 

residues as particles or redeposition  of DNT as a  solute. 
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Figure 34. Spatial Dishibution of 2,4-DNT (ng/g) in Surfax Soils Near TMA-5 (left) acd PMAlA (right) 
(Jenkins, unpublished data) 

Vapor Concentration f i t iwes .  Reports on  vapor  samples from landmines in  the  field are rare. The 

probability of detecting  a  landmine signature vapor  with  current  equipment is low  because  the  vapor 

concentrations are extremely small. Jenkins  et al. (2000) used higher soil residue  samples from the Fort 
Leonard Wood mine site and  sampled  the  headspace  in  a small vial. SoiYair partition  coefficients (Ku3 

were  calculated  using  the ratio of the soil residue to the  vapor  concentration.  These  coefficients are 
equivalent to the &. coefficients  described in Chapter 5. Calculated  values  for TNT and DNT at  soil 
moisture  contents of 10 to 19% (wet  weight) are very similar to the &. values  shown  in  Figure 14. In 

addition,  values tabulated for 2A-DNT and 4A-DNT are only 15 to 18 t imes  greater than for 2,4-DNT, 

indicating  that  these  compounds  may  be  another  vapor  available as a cue for the dog.  Using  median 
surface soil concentrations'and  median  values,  Jenkins et al(2000) estimated  vapor  Concentrations  in 

the air boundary layer  above l a n d m i n e s  and are shown in  Table 22. 
Table  22. Estimated Vapor  Concentrations in the Air Boundary Layer from Surface Soils Residue  Data and IC. 

Summary. Soil  residues from samples  obtained at the  ground surface in  close  proximity to a  landmine 
provide  the  best direct evidence on the m u n t  of chemical  signature  available as a  cue  for  a  dog. 



Unfortunately,  many  of these  measurements are found to be  below the chemical  analysis  method 

detection l i t .  Nevertheless, soil residue  values  help  tremendously in defining  conditions  promising  for 
mine  dog  detection  work. Summary statistics  for  one  minefield (Fort Leonard Wood, USA) show that 
the  principal  landmine  chemical signatm compounds are TNT, DNT,  2A-DNT and 4A-DNT. The 

absence  of DNB confounds  much of the previous work  (Chapters 3 through 6) that  indicated DNB should 

be a target compound. More work is needed to evaluate  the  reason for the absence of DNB in  soils  near 

landmines. 
The two primary  degradation  by-products of TNT, 2A-DNT and 4A-DNT, have  been  frequently 

disregarded as unimportant  vapor  signatures  for  landmine  detection  on the judgement that the  vapor 
pressure  could be about loo0 times lower  than  that of DNT. However, soil residues  of 2A-DNT and 4A- 

DNT were  frequently  higher than that of  either ThT or DNT, and  laboratory  headspace soil-air partition 

coefficient  determinations  indicate  that 2A-DNT and 4A-DNT may  be at highex vapor  concentrations 
than  previously  considered. More work is needed to evaluate the signifcance of 2A-DNT and 4A-DNT 
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11 .O Vapor Sensing  Threshold of Dogs 

Introduction. Observation  of  the  dogs’  ability  to  locate  hidden objects  (lost people,  contraband,  and 

explosives)  by  vapor  sensing  has  occurred  over  the  last  century.  However,  very little work  has  been 

completed  that  describes how the dog  can  accomplish  these  amazing tasks. Only  recently  has  work  been 

performed  that has explored the chemical  compounds  dogs use to  recognize  landmines  (Johnston  et  al, 

1998), the  aerodynamics  of  how  the  dog inhales vapors  and  aerosols  (Settles  and  Kester, 2001), and 

compared  the  performance  of  dogs to laboratory  instrumentation  and  detection  thresholds  for  narcotics 

and  other  non-energetic matehls (Futon and  Meyers, 2001). 

Key Information. 
Vapor  sensing  thresholds  of  trained mine detection  dogs are difficult to determine  because  the 
dogs’  capabilities are so much greater  than  laboratory  chemical  measurement  instrumentation. 
The  psychology  of  dog testing is very  important  because  the  dog can find  alternative  methods  to 

Some  dogs that were trained only  on TNT could  also  find  DNT. 
achieve  a  reward  and  confound  the  testing  regime. 

Some  dogs  could  not  recognize  even  the  highest  vapor  standards. 
Some  dogs  could  sense  down to the  limits of one  molecule per sniff, but  not all dogs could  reach 

Variations  in  training  history  and  operational  methods  also  translated  into  differing  capabilities. 

Vapor Sensing  Threshold  Screening Tests. In an initial effort to determine  the  lower  vapor  sensing 

this  level. 

thresholds  for  landmine  detection  dogs,  Phelan  and  Barnett (2002) prepared soil samples containing 

known  residues  of TNT or  DNT  and,  by  ten-fold  dilution  (decade),  produced soil  residues  over  a  wide 
dynamic  range.  By  using  the  phase  partitioning  relationships  (Chapter 5), the  headspace  vapor 
concentrations  present  adjacent  to  these  soils were estimated. 

Table 22 shows  the  typical  soil  residues meamred before  presentation to the  dogs. In order to 
determine  the  extremely  low  sensing  thresholds of the  dogs,  the  soil  samples  were  diluted  below  the  soil 

analytical  method  detection  limit.  Because  the  soil  dilutions  demonstrated  a  linear  decade  decline,  values 

below the method  detection  limit  were  extrapolated  from  the  last  measurable  value. Also, the  reader must 

be  cautioned in the accuracy of  the  estimated  headspace  vapor  concentrations,  because  small  variations 

(1%) in  soil  moistwe in dry soils  creates  larger  variations (- 100 fold) in headspace  vapor  concentrations. 
Nevertheless,  this  method was successful as a  screening  tool to determine  the  vapor  sensing  threshold  of 

trained mine detection  dogs.  Figures 35 and 36 show the headspace  vapor  concentrations of the TNT and 

DNT as a  function of soil  moisture  content for the  soil  residues  shown  in  Table 23. 
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Table 23. Decade Dilution Soil Residues (ng/g) 
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Figure. 36. DNT Soil Headspace Conceneations as a Function of Soil Moisture Content 

Three groups  of  mine  detection  dogs  trained  by  different means were  presented  these  vapors on four 

different  occasions  and  with  different  methods.  Each  dog  training  organization  expressed  the  importance 
of  presenting the test  samples to the dogs in a manner in which  they are accustomed, so that  they are not 

distracted  by the novelty  of a new  item or require additional training specific to the test  sample.  Figures 
37 through 40 show  the soil vapor  standards in the  various test configurations.  Observations  from this 
work  showed: 

Some dogs  that  were  trained  only on TNT could also  find  DNT. 
Some  dogs  could  not  recognize  even  the  highest  vapor  standards. 
Some  dogs  could  sense down to the limits of one  molecule  per  sniff (10.'' ppt, see Table 3 ,  but 

Variations in training  history  and operational methods also translated into differing  capabilities. 
The  psychology  of  dog  testing  becomes very important as the dog  can  find  alternatives  methods 

not all  dogs  could  reach this level. 

to achieve  a  reward  and  confound the tasting regime. 



e ‘I 

Method 

I ., 
,. . 

Sensing by Soil Particle Inhahion. The ioitiaI focus of the vapor  sensing  threshold  testing  was to 

determine if soil particle  inhalation was a  significant  mechanism in the dogs’ abiiity to detect buried 
laudmines. Soil particles  containing  trace  amounts of TNT or DNT produce. extremely  trace’vapor  levels. 

Wetting dry soil  particles  displaces  the TNT or DNT, prducing large increases in vapor  levels (- 1 6 .  

TNT and  DNT soil residues  were  created to produce  a  vapor  level  below  which the dogs  could  not 

identify. If upon  inhalation  of  these dry soil particles,  the  dogs  could  recognize the odor, then th is  implies 
moisture in the dogs’  nose  releases sorbed vapors  and  inhalation  of dry soil particles  becomes an 

important  mechanism  contributing to the low  detection  capability. Figure 41 shows  the  original  planned 
testing regime that would  allow  headspace  vapor  levels to span almost ten orders of magnitude. 

However,  the  higher  range of  headspace  chemical  signature  vapor  levels under wet  conditions was 
abandoned  after  the f d  set of  mine  detection  dogs  were  found  to be able to recognize the  low 

concentration  vapors~  from the dry soils. While  laudmine detection by inhalation  of soil particles 

containing sorbed TNT or  DNT may be another  mechanism for successful recognition,  it is not  necessary, 

because of the  excellent  trace  vapor  detection  capabilities of the  dogs. 
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Comparison to Vapor Estimatesfrom Field  Landmine  Soil Residues. At the  end  of  Chapter  10,  a 

summary of  surface soil samples  from  buried  landmines  was  presented. Surface soil  residues of landmine 

signature  chemicals  were  not  always  measurable,  but  when  detectable,  were  typically  found  in  the  range 

of 1 to 100 nglg  (Table  21).  For TNT, this  translates  into  a T-4 to T-6 dog  testing  level  (Table  23).  For 

DNT, this is about  a  D-3 to D-5 level.  This  suggests  that  dogs  need to be  consistently  working  at  the T-6 
or D-5 level to be  successful in detecting  landmines  in dry soil  conditions.  However, in wet soil,  this may 

be relaxed to a T-4 or D-3 levels as more  vapor is present  with  wet  soils  compared to dry soils. 

We  must  recognize that these are generalities  and  mine dog vapor  sensing  performance  must 

ultimately be linked to the  specific  mine  flux,  soil type and  weather  cycle  combination  for  a  particular 

mine  action  problem.  Much  more  work is needed to correlate  landmine soil residues and mine dog vapor 
sensing  performance to establish minimum mine  dog  qualification standards. 

Smmnry. The  vapor  sensing  capabilities of dogs are almost  universally  undisputed;  however, 

measuring the dogs’  performance at ultra-trace  vapor  levels  is  difficult  because  the  sensitivity of chemical 
measurement  technology is far inferior  compared to that of the  dog.  Initial  screening  methods to 

determine  the  vapor  sensing  threshold of dogs  were  developed  using soil headspace  vapor  sources  that 

were  quantified by extrapolation  beyond  measurable  levels  in soils and  estimation  methods  that  correlate 

soil  residues to vapor  concentrations.  Even  with  the  uncertainty in this  initial  screening method, the 

method does  confirm  the  ultra-trace  vapor  sensing  capabilities of the  dog.  However,  there  were 

differences  noted in the  sensitivity of different  dogs, in the sensitivity in a single  dog on sequential  days, 

and  in  the  reliability  of  an  individual  dog  at  a  given  vapor  level.  Much  more  work is needed to establish 
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12.0 Summary 
Trace chemical detection of buried landmines is a  complex  subject;  however,  when  carefklly 

analyzed,  the  complexities  can  be  separated  into  individual  elements  for  study,  comparison  and 
evaluation.  This  report  has summarized the data, information,  and  conclusions  from  previous  research 

efforts in  analytical  chemistry,  soil  physics,  and  computational  simulation. 

The  principal  objective  of  this effort is to communicate  the M~LIE of the  landmine  chemical  signature, 

the  impact of environmental  conditions on this  signature,  and  methods to compare  expected  chemical 

concentrations  available as a cue to the  perfonnance  capabilities  of a trace  chemical  detector,  such as the 

trained  mine  detection  dog. To meet th is  objeaive, this  report has focused on quantitative  analysis, 

demanding  much  of the  reader  in  understanding  the  world of small  numbers,  scientific  notation,  and  units 

of measure not  normally encounted outside of scientific  and  engineering literature. 

After an induction to numbers  and  nomenclature  in  chemistry,  we  examined  the odor of  landmines 

and  which  chemicals  contribute to the  vapor  signature of military grade TNT. Three target compounds 

comprise the majority  of the vapor  signature - TNT, DNT  and  DNB.  However,  DNT  and  DNB,  which are 
manufacturing  impurities, are found  in  greater  vapor  concentrations  than TNT due to the  greater  vapor 

pressure  of  each.  The  possibility  that  other  chemicals  in  ultra-trace  quautities  contribute  significantly to 

the  odor  signature  cannot be discounted.  Thus,  we  have  focused  attention on the  major  vapor  components 

until  such  time  that  new  target  odors become identified 

Landmines are constructed  in an endless  variety  of  materials  and methods of  assembly.  Chemical 

emission  from  landmines is the first step in the movement  of the chemical  signature through soils. 

Measurements of landmine  emissions  have  shown  that  the  nature of the  casing  material m a k e s  a 

significant  difference on the  chemical  emission rate. Landmines  with  rubber  casing parts release 

significantly  greater  landmine  chemical  signatures  than  those  with  dense  plastic  casings  such as PVC. 

The  amount of  chemical  released  by  many  landmines is surprisingly  large;  however,  before  reaching  the 

ground  surface, much  of the  chemical is lost in sorption  and  degradation  processes.  Many  more 

measurements  of the  unique,  individual  landmine  chemical  emissions are needed for comparative  analysis 
of  the ease or  difficulty  of  detection. 

Once  released  from  the  landmine,  the  chemical s ip tu re  engages  in  a  complex  exchange,  distributing 

the mass of  chemical  between  the  soil air, soil  water  and  onto  soil  particles.  Each  landmine  chemical 
behaves  differently,  which  affect  the  mobility  and  concentration  available as a  cue  for  the  dog.  The  most 

dramatic  effect  observed is during  a  transition of soil  moisture  from  very dry conditions  to  slightly  damp. 

Dry soil  has  few  water  molecules sorbed to the  surface. The very  large surface area of soils  provides  a 

tremendous  surface  for  sorption of  landmine  signature  chemicals  from  the  vapor phase. Dry soil 
containing  landmine  signature  residues  will have very low  vapor  concentrations due to th is  vapor-solid 
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sorption  phenomenon.  However,  when  wetted,  the  water  displaces  the  landmine  signature  chemicals, 

increasing  the vapor concentrations  a  tremendous  amount  (e.g. 10,OOO to lO0,OOO fold).  We are only 

beginning to understand  how  this impacts mine dog p e r f m c e  in  the  field. For example, in perennially 
dry soil  conditions  such as Afghanistan,  why are the  mine  detection  dogs so successful in  finding  buried 

landmines? Instead of  vapors,  the  dogs  may  inhale  suspended soil particles  containing  landmine 

signature  chemicals.  When  these dry particles contact wet surfaces inside  the  dogs’  nose,  the  landmine 

signature  chemicals may be displaced  providing  the cue for the  dog. In contrast,  many  deminers  have 

expressed that landmines  can be found  much  easier  in  the  early  morning  hours  before  the  nightly  dew  and 
surface soil  moisture  has been lost to evaporation. 

The benefit  of  soil  moisture  in  releasing sorbed landmine  signature  chemicals is apparent as 

described  above.  However, soil moisture also initiates the  degradation process, which  can cause rapid 

loss of the  valuable  landmine sign- chemicals.  With dry soil  conditions,  the loss is not  measurable, 

and  the  soil  can be considered  an  excellent  storage  media.  However,  when  the  soil becomes just damp, 

the  biological  and  abiotic  degradation processes begin  working  fast,  where  the  half-life  (the  time  where 

half  the mass is lost) is measured in just a  day  or  slightly  more.  Without  constant landmine chemical 

emissions, a wet soil  would  consume the majority  of the  chemical  stored  on  the  soil  in  a  matter  of  days. 

The complex  nature of degradation has challenged  many  research  projects,  and the conventional 

environmental  engineering  descriptors  poorly  describe the nature of this process. As such,  much  more 

wok is  needed to better  describe  these  processes. 

Up to th is  point,  this  report  has  described  individual processes occurring  in the landmine  and  the  soil. 

However,  the  local  weather  conditions are the  principal  drivers for moving  the  chemical  signature through 

the soils. Rainfall,  evaporation,  solar  radiation,  heat,  cold,  and  wind  contribute to complex  processes  near 

the soil surface. Because  the landmine is in  the  near surface soils and the mine detection  dog is sniffig 
for chemical  signatures from the air, these  interactions are very  important. Of all of the  knowledge on 

landmine  chemical  sensing,  this  topic is the  least  well  understood. The sharp contrast  between  soil 

physics  processes  and  atmospheric  physics  in  the  layers  closest to &e ground,  with a driving  force of 

weather that affects both,  creates a very complex  interacting process with  few  applications  from  similar 

problems  (e.g  agricultural  chemical  emissions).  Chemical mass transport  from  the  landmine to the  soil 
surface  and  into  the air is a very localized process,  where avmging over  larger scales does not make 

sense.  Much  more  research  is  needed  with specialized expertise to improve  our  knowledge  in  this  critical 

area. 

Chemical  transport in soils has been  a  well  studied aspect of soil  physics.  Chemical  diffusion  in 

vapor  and  water  in  soil are well  described from gas  and  solute  diffusivity, air and  water  filled  porosity, 
and  soil-water and soil-vapor  sorption.  Chemical  convection combiies the mass transport of  water, 
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through precipitation  downward  and  evaporation  upward,  and  the  temperature  dependent  solubility of 
each  chemical  in  water. 

As the  story of trace  chemical  detection of buried landmines  unfolds,  we  find  there are many 

individual  complex  processes  along  the  way.  Understanding  each  one  individually is a  challenge; 

however,  the  combination  of all of  these is an  even  greater  challenge.  We  begin  to lose our intuitive 

ability to judge  the  impact of the  summation of all of these  processes.  Therefore,  we  have  engaged  the 

use  of  simulation  modeling  tools,  which  can  combine  most  of  the  processes  and  provide  a  wealth  of 

insight  into  the  amount of landmine  chemical  signature  available as a cue for trace chemical  detection. 
These  simulation  models require sophisticated  computers with high speed to complete  an  analysis of  an 

annual  weather  cycle. The coupling of simulation  models for soil transport  and  atmospheric  transport of 

chemicals  has  yet to be  made.  When  available,  this  will  provide  a  key  tool,  because  the  processes  for 

atmospheric  dispersion  of  the  landmine  signature  chemicals  emitted  from  the  soil  surface  is  key to 

understanding  the  probability  of  detection  for  under  specific  landmine-soil-weather  conditions. 

The  measurement  of soil residues  from  actual  landmines in the  field  provides us with  an 

understanding  of  the  variability  inherent  in natural processes.  The  heterogeneous nature of  soils  and  the 

variability  in each of the  unit  processes  described  in  the  report,  create  a  reality  that is nearly  impossible to 

model. Efforts to  characterize  the  actual  soil  residues  from  landmines  have  also been challenged,  because 

the ultra-trace nature of these  soil  residues  is  frequently  below  advanced  technology’s  most  capable 
method  detection  limits.  However,  when  measurable,  the  results  indicate  that  the  soil  residues are not 
uniform,  and  the  greatest  concentrations are not  directly  over  the  landmine.  Surface runoff after a rain, 

can  move the  landmine  chemical  signature  downslope,  creating  a smear of soil residue  some  distance 

from  the actual landmine.  The  importance of  measurement  of  actual soil residues  can  not  be 

underestimated. This provides  the  reality  check for simulation  modeling, for comparison to the 

performance and vapor  sensing  threshold of mine  detection  dogs,  and for situational  analysis to 
understand  what  combinations  of  mines,  soil  and  weather will provide  sufficient  chemical  for  trace 

chemical  detection. 
Since dogs are actively  engaged  in  mine  detection  work,  one  would  assume  that  the  vapor  sensing 

thresholds  and  performance  capabilities have been carefully measured. This is not  the  case.  Only 

recently  have  we  begun  to measure the  vapor  sensing  thresholds  of trained mine  detection  dogs.  This has 

been  difficult,  because the dogs’  vapor  sensing  capability  far  surpasses  the  capability  of  modem 

measurement  techniques.  Even so, with  extrapolation  and  estimation  techniques,  we  fmd that the  dog is 

capable of sensing  at  extraordinary  low  levels,  levels that approach  that  of  one  molecule  per sniff. More 

research  is needed to measure the  vapor  sensing  performance of a  greater  numbers  of  individual  dogs, 

including  the  reliability at these  extremely  low  concentrations. 
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This report demonstrates  the  complex  physics  involved  in  chemical transport from  buried  landmines, 

including  the intedependencies between  the various processes. Whiie much knowledge has been 
obtained  in  the last few years, additional infomation is needed to improve our ability to predict  chemical 

movement  from  buried  landmines. 

We  hope  that t h i s  report  provides a resource for those  seeking  to  understand  the fundamentd 

processes that affect chemical  sensing for buried  landmines,  and  those  seeking to fill in needed 

information to improve our understanding  of  trace  chemical  detection of  buried  landmines. The  current 
numbers  of  buried  landmines  that  need to be found is astounding,  providing decades of  work for mine 

action  centers  worldwide. This problem is not  of  short  duration.  With  the  placement of new buried 
landmines from new  and  renewed  conflicts more resources are needed to improve  the  currently  working 

demining  tool  of trace chemical  detection. 
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